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ABSTRACT

A Mechanistic Approach to Modeling Habitat Needs of Drift-Feeding Salmonids
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A mechanistic model is developed to determine the habitat needs of drift-feeding stream salmonids from the direct cause-and-effect relationships of environmental and physiological variables on net energy intake (NEI). The model determines NEI by subtracting energy costs (basal metabolism, swimming cost, digestion cost) and losses (egestion and excretion) from the gross energy intake obtained as a result of simulated prey capture. The prey capture portion of the model utilizes components of the predation model of C.S. Holling and the prey capture model of N.F. Hughes and L.M. Dill to determine the rate of prey capture (gross energy intake) as a function of fish size, water velocity, water depth, water temperature, and the amount of drift. Physiological input parameters for the model are estimated from the literature.

Two separate validation tests of the model's ability to predict stream habitat use of trout, primarily cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki), in St. Charles Creek, Idaho, are presented. In both cases, the NEI model closely predicts the
stream habitat that different size classes of fish utilize. The validation tests provide strong evidence that drift-feeding fish utilize stream habitats that provide high rates of NEI as determined by the model.

Sensitivity and simulation analyses of the model are used to identify the most important input parameters and to illustrate in terms of energetics why drift-feeding fish utilize various habitats. Model simulations explain why fish utilize deeper and faster habitats as they get larger and why they utilize slower habitats in the winter. In addition, it is shown that streams with high drift rates should theoretically provide more usable salmonid habitat than similar streams with lower drift rates.

(151 pages)
INTRODUCTION

At present, over 70 models or methods have been used throughout the United States to determine appropriate instream flow requirements or characterize the quality of aquatic fish habitat in streams (EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc., 1986). Although several of these methods have been developed for generalized applications, few have met with broad success. At the present time, the Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) is the most widely applied method and is required or preferred in 24 states and Canadian provinces (Reiser, Wesche, and Estes, 1989). Although this method has been "institutionalized" to a large degree, it remains broadly unvalidated. Furthermore, it has been criticized for its lack of demonstrable correlation to fish standing crop biomass or population dynamics (Orth and Maughan, 1982; Scott and Shirvell, 1987).

One of the primary motivations for developing habitat models for stream-dwelling fish stems from the urgent need of lotic ecologists to understand the habitat needs of stream fish and be able to predict the effects of stream alterations on stream fisheries. Streams and rivers are particularly vulnerable to anthropogenic disturbances and many of the world's rivers and streams have been, or are in the process of being, subjected to extensive dam building, diking, channelization, clearing of woody debris, and dewatering (Power et al., 1988). In order to rationally assess or predict the impacts of such disturbances on stream fisheries, it is essential to understand what biotic and abiotic factors are important to fish and the mechanisms by which they affect individual fish and ultimately fish populations.
The purpose of this research was to develop a mechanistic stream habitat model for drift-feeding salmonids and evaluate it using cutthroat trout (*Oncorhynchus clarki*). The model is an individual-based, mechanistic model of net energy intake (NEI) that can be used to explain and predict habitat needs of drift-feeding fish in terms of fitness attained through energy acquisition and growth. The rationale for developing a mechanistic model is twofold: (1) an accurate mechanistic model would be capable of predicting habitat needs from direct cause-and-effect relationships of environmental variables under existing or altered flow regimes, and (2) a mechanistic model would have the potential to explain empirical (observed) patterns of habitat use by stream-dwelling salmonids. The rationale for developing a model of NEI is that fish should, and often do, select and utilize habitats that provide high rates of NEI (Fausch, 1984; Townsend and Winfield, 1985; Wilzbach, 1985; Stephens and Krebs, 1986; Hughes, 1991). Ware (1982) argued that NEI (surplus power in his paper) is an analogue of fitness and that natural selection has operated such that fish behavior (and fish morphology) is correlated to the acquisition of increased NEI, which in turn results in increased fitness.

The model developed in this paper is designed to provide a conceptually sound method of quantifying NEI in streams for individual drift-feeding fish. The model design assumes that NEI of individual fish is the primary factor that determines habitat utilization in drift-feeding fish and that biotic and abiotic variables in streams that influence habitat suitability for drift-feeding salmonids do so solely through their direct or
indirect effects on NEI. Because of these assumptions, the model fails to address a number of other factors that can affect habitat suitability/utilization. Because the model addresses only NEI, it fails to address behaviors other than those related to feeding energetics, and because the model is individual-based, it fails to account for the results of intra- and interspecific competition and predation. Nevertheless, the working hypothesis of this paper is that if NEI can be quantified, then the effects of NEI and other factors (e.g., cover for predation avoidance) on habitat utilization/suitability can more readily be elucidated and/or quantified.
A significant amount of fisheries literature shows that NEI is an important factor controlling habitat utilization of salmonids. A number of authors have found that drift-feeding salmonids choose and defend specific locations in streams that provide high NEI (Jenkins, 1969; Chapman and Bjornn, 1969; Everest and Chapman, 1972; Fausch, 1984; Hill, 1989; Hughes and Dill, 1990). These locations are typically areas with low focal velocity where swimming costs are low, yet near high velocities where large amounts of drifting food is available. Research has also shown that drift-feeding salmonids form linear dominance hierarchies, where larger (more dominate) fish defend the best net energy sites and smaller (less dominate) fish are forced to occupy less energetically optimum sites (Fausch, 1984; Hughes, 1991).

Three authors to date have attempted to quantify NEI and the effects of NEI on microhabitat choice. Fausch (1984) used a measure of drift energy available (number of prey items available to be ingested) minus swimming costs incurred maintaining stream position to calculate potential profit (potential net energy intake) for salmonids in an artificial stream channel. Fausch used the amount of drift passing through a pie-shaped "window" at the highest velocity within two body lengths of the fish as a measure of available drift energy. The energy cost of swimming at a given focal velocity was calculated from equations developed by Stewart (1980). Fausch found that his measure of potential profit was correlated with the specific growth rate of the fish and with the linear dominance hierarchy of the fish population.
Individuals with the highest potential profit grew at the highest specific growth rate. Additionally, the largest fish defended positions in the stream with the highest potential profit and hence grew the fastest while the smaller fish were forced to use microhabitats with less potential profit and grew at lower specific growth rates.

Hill (1989) and Hill and Grossman (1993) calculated NEI for rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) by empirically measuring capture success of drifting invertebrates at different current velocities and subtracting swimming cost, assimilation losses, and digestion costs from the gross energy intake (GEI). Hill found that the velocities with the highest predicted NEI closely matched actual velocities used by rainbow trout in Coweeta Creek, North Carolina.

Hughes and Dill (1990) and Hughes (1991) added significantly to the development of a more mechanistic model of potential energy intake. Hughes and Dill modeled potential net energy intake using the mechanisms of prey capture. The swimming speed of the fish and the average velocity of drifting prey items in the water column were used to calculate a maximum capture distance (MCD). Using this MCD, a maximum capture area was derived through which potential prey items would pass. Assuming that all prey items passing through this maximum capture area would be ingested, they calculated potential net energy intake by subtracting swimming cost to maintain position from the gross energy content of prey passing through the capture area. Hughes and Dill (1990) found that their model of potential net energy intake was an excellent predictor of position choice for solitary
Arctic grayling. They found that grayling chose feeding positions in the stream with the highest NEI and that their model was able to predict position choice significantly better than the more simplistic model of Fausch (1984). Hughes (1991) also found that dominant fish occupied the highest NEI sites while smaller fish occupied sequentially less optimum NEI sites.
General predation cycle

Observational descriptions of the drift-feeding behavior of stream salmonids (e.g., Wankowski, 1979; Bachman, 1984) are compatible with the conceptual model of predation developed by Holling (1959; 1966), which separates predation into components of search, encounter, recognition, pursuit, capture, eating, and digestion. This model has been used in the past to analyze feeding behavior in particulate-feeding fish (e.g., Eggers, 1975; Ringler and Brodowski, 1983; Wright and O’Brien, 1984) and is used as the basis for the development of the mechanistic NEI model.

Typical predatory behavior of stream-dwelling salmonids consists of fish holding station in the water current at discrete focal locations they have chosen within their home range. From these focal locations they visually locate prey items and move to intercept them. Home ranges are relatively small, 15 m² (Bachman, 1984) to 22 m² (Heggenes, Northcote, and Peter, 1991), and the number of feeding locations are few, ca. six (Bachman, 1984). After a prey item has been intercepted, fish return to their feeding locations (sometimes after being swept some distance downstream) and resume visually searching for food. If the amount of drifting food is very low or if it becomes dark, fish may leave their feeding locations and assume positions in areas with low water velocity (resting locations) (Edmundson, Everest, and Chapman, 1968; Campbell and Neuner, 1985; Hughes, 1991).
Net energy intake model overview

The proposed drift-feeding model simulates net energy intake (NEI) by calculating the number of drifting prey that a fish can capture in a given time (gross energy intake) and subtracting energy costs and losses. Energy costs are the metabolic cost incurred during stationary swimming while waiting for prey (SC), the metabolic cost incurred during prey capture (CC), and the cost of digesting prey ($F_d$). Energy losses are energy lost as nonassimilated gross energy intake (GEI) egested as feces ($F$) and assimilated GEI excreted as ammonia and urea ($U$) (i.e., waste products). The balanced energy equation for calculating NEI is as follows:

$$\text{NEI} = \text{GEI} - \text{SC} - \text{CC} - F - U - F_d$$ (1)

Calculating gross energy intake (GEI)

Calculation of GEI is accomplished by modeling the mechanism of prey capture for drift-feeding fish (Hughes and Dill, 1990). Fish maintain a holding station in the current while searching for prey. They have a forward-facing hemispherical reaction distance within which prey are seen and recognized (Confer et al., 1978; Luecke and O'Brien, 1981; Dunbrack and Dill, 1984). Sighted prey will be captured (energy intake) if the fish decides to attempt capture and can reach the prey before it is swept past the fish's focal location. The velocity of the water determines the velocity of the prey and the amount of time the fish has to intercept the prey. Prey location (distance from the fish), swimming speed of the fish, and the water velocity that the fish must swim against to maintain station all interact to determine
whether the fish will physically be able to intercept a prey item before it passes the fish. After a prey attack occurs, the fish returns to its focal position to resume searching for prey.

The actual capture of prey is modeled by defining the size of the area within which the fish can reach drifting prey from its focal position before the prey passes the fish. To determine the size of the capture area, the maximum distance the fish can capture a drifting prey item in every direction perpendicular and transverse to the fish (e.g., left, right, up, and down) is calculated using the kinematics of fish locomotion from a fixed focal position and the kinematics of drifting prey.

Calculating maximum capture distance. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the mechanisms of prey capture described by Hughes and Dill (1990). The time it takes the prey item to move past the fish along line segment BC is:

\[ TP = \frac{\sqrt{(RD^2 - AC^2)}}{V_p} \quad \text{OR} \quad TP = \frac{BC}{V_p} \tag{2} \]

where:
- **TP** = time required for the prey item to reach a line perpendicular to the fish's focal point
- **RD** = reaction distance of the fish to the prey item
- **AC** = distance from the fish to the point where the prey item crosses the line perpendicular to the fish
- **\( V_p \)** = velocity of the drifting prey item
- **BC** = distance from visual recognition of the prey item to the line perpendicular to the fish
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the mechanisms of prey capture for a stream-dwelling salmonid (plan view). The schematic represents a fish holding station in a stream with a forward facing reaction distance (RD) represented by the arc and line segment AB. To capture a prey item the fish must move distance AC relative to the stream bed before the prey moves distance CB. The maximum distance the fish can capture prey in a given distance is termed the maximum capture distance (MCD) (adapted from Hughes and Dill, 1990).
The time it takes the fish to intercept prey on the perpendicular line AC is:

\[ TF = \left( \frac{AC^2}{V_{\text{max}}^2 - V_{\text{mean}}^2} \right)^{1/2} \quad \text{OR} \quad TF = \frac{AC}{V_x} \]  

(3)

where:
- \( TF \) = time it takes fish to intercept prey
- \( V_{\text{max}} \) = maximum velocity the fish will swim to capture prey
- \( V_{\text{mean}} \) = average water velocity between the fish and the capture point on the perpendicular line AC
- \( V_x \) = velocity component of the fish in the direction of the perpendicular line AC \((V_x=(V_{\text{max}}^2-V_{\text{mean}}^2)^{1/2})\)

By using an iterative solution method, the maximum capture distance (MCD) in any direction in the plane perpendicular and transverse to the fish can be calculated by solving for the distance where \( TF = TP \). Figure 2 shows the MCDs for a fish in the plane perpendicular and transverse to the fish. Note that the vertical MCD is shorter than the horizontal MCD. This results from the higher water velocities higher in the water column.

An equation for MCD can also be derived by setting \( TF = TP \) (equation 1 = equation 2) and solving for MCD (variable AC):

\[ MCD = \sqrt{RD^2 \left( \frac{V_{\text{max}}^2 - V_{\text{mean}}^2}{V_{\text{max}}^2 + V_P^2 - V_{\text{mean}}^2} \right)} \]  

(4)

Unfortunately equation 4 is not easily solved. The equation is an implicit equation because \( V_{\text{mean}} \) is a function of MCD.
Figure 2. Representation of the maximum capture distance (MCD) of a fish in all directions on the plane perpendicular to the fish's axis. By connecting the MCDs together a maximum capture area (MCA) can be defined. Theoretically, any prey item passing through the MCA can be captured. The shorter MCD in the vertical direction is a function of the faster water velocities higher in the water column.

Equation 4 reduces to the same equation used by Hughes and Dill (1990) for the special case where the water velocity is the same throughout the water column. Hughes and Dill assumed the water velocity throughout the water column equaled the average column velocity. By setting \( V_p = V_{\text{mean}} = V \), where \( V \) is the average column velocity of the water, equation 4 reduces to:

\[
MCD = \sqrt{RD^2 - \left(\frac{V \cdot RD}{V_{\text{max}}}\right)^2}
\]
Calculating maximum capture area. After calculating MCD in all directions in the plane perpendicular and transverse to the fish using the kinematics of fish locomotion, the topography of the stream, and water velocity throughout the stream, a maximum capture area is calculated. Figure 2 shows that integration of the MCDs forms a maximum capture area (MCA). Any prey item that passes through the MCA can theoretically be captured by the fish.

Gross energy intake. The gross energy intake (GEI) is the total prey energy captured by the fish. GEI can be estimated in an idealized manner by multiplying the MCA by the average water velocity flowing through the MCA to obtain the water flow rate (volume/time) and then multiplying flow rate and drift density (prey/volume) to get the number of prey/time passing through the capture area. The potential number of prey captured are subsequently converted into energy units. Thus:

\[
GEI^* = \sum_{i=1}^{n} MCA_i \cdot V_{ave_i} \cdot DD_i \cdot PE_i
\]

where:
- \(GEI^*\) = idealized gross energy intake (J/sec)
- \(MCA_i\) = maximum capture area for the \(i\)th prey size (m²)
- \(V_{ave_i}\) = average velocity through \(MCA_i\) for the \(i\)th prey size (m/sec)
- \(DD_i\) = drift density for the \(i\)th prey size (prey/m³)
- \(PE\) = energy content of the \(i\)th prey item (J)
- \(n\) = number of size classes of prey

This idealized formulation of equation 6 does not account for limits imposed on GEI by time constraints during foraging, the probability that the feeding foray will result in a successful
prey capture (PC), or the digestive capacity of a given size fish. Because fish will miss opportunities to capture prey items while they are making a feeding foray, the real GEI of the fish will be lower than GEI' :

\[ GEI' \geq GEI \]  \hfill (7)

The maximum number of feeding forays or prey captures (MNC) a fish can make over a time interval is:

\[ MNC = \frac{t_s}{t_w + t_f} \]  \hfill (8)

where \( t_s \) is the time step available for feeding (e.g., 1 hr), \( t_w \) is the time spent waiting for prey, and \( t_f \) is the time required to execute a feeding foray (Bres, 1986). Including the probability that the feeding foray will result in a successful capture (PC) in equation 8 and multiplying the MNC by the energy content of a prey item to obtain gross energy intake (GEI) result in the following equation:

\[ GEI = \frac{PE \cdot PC}{t_w + t_f} \]  \hfill (9)

A complete discussion of calculating the time and probability variables will be provided in following sections. An equation for the time waiting \( (t_w) \) variable found in equations 8 and 9, however, is shown here:

\[ t_w = \frac{1}{MCA \cdot V_{ave} \cdot DD} \]  \hfill (10)
It is important to note that equation 9 is equivalent to the disc equation of Holling (1959). By combining equations 9 and 10, the resulting expression for GEI is:

\[
GEI = \frac{PE \cdot PC}{1 + \frac{1}{MCA \cdot V_{ave} \cdot DD} + t_f}
\]

Equation 11 rearranged into a form equivalent to the disc equation of Holling (1959) is:

\[
GEI = \frac{MCA \cdot V_{ave} \cdot DD \cdot PE \cdot PC}{1 + t_f \cdot MCA \cdot V_{ave} \cdot DD}
\]

where \( MCA \cdot V_{ave} \) is the "instantaneous rate of discovery" and \( t_f \) is the "handling time."

GEI will also be limited by the amount of food a fish can consume. Maximum consumption is a function of stomach capacity and gastric evacuation rates (Elliott, 1975a). The daily GEI, therefore, must be less than maximum daily consumption (MAXC):

\[
GEI \leq MAXC
\]

Calculating energy losses

A fraction of GEI is lost as waste products. Waste products are nonassimilated energy egested as feces (F) and assimilated energy excreted as ammonia and urea (U). Waste losses generally range between 25-30% of GEI (Elliott, 1976).

Calculating energy costs

Energy costs include (1) metabolism while the fish is maintaining position (stationary swimming) and capturing prey, and (2) digestion of food. The energetic costs of food digestion
(Fe) include energy used in deamination of proteins, mechanical digestion, assimilation, and storage (Ney, 1990). Food digestion costs appear to range from 12-16% of the GEI (Brett and Groves, 1979). Metabolic costs are swimming cost (SC), which includes basal metabolic and locomotion costs for maintaining focal location, and capture cost (CC), which includes basal metabolic and locomotion costs expended in capturing prey. Swimming cost (SC) and capture cost (CC) are functions of swimming velocity, acceleration, and temperature. Actual equations to calculate SC and CC are discussed in following sections of the paper.

Complete net energy intake (NEI) equation

Based on the components of the energy balance equation (equation 1) and the prey capture equation (equation 12), the final balanced energy equation for calculating NEI is as follows:

\[
\text{NEI (energy/time)} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} MCA_i \cdot V_{ave_i} \cdot DD_i \cdot PC_i \cdot (E_i - CC_i) - SC}{1 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} t_{fi} \cdot MCA_i \cdot V_{ave_i} \cdot DD_i}
\]

(14)

where \( i \) represents each size class of prey, SC (swimming cost) and CC (capture cost) are discussed in following sections, and \( E \) is the energy gained from a single prey item after the energy losses and food digestion costs are subtracted. Thus:

\[
E = PE - F - U - F_d \quad \text{OR} \quad E = 0.58PE
\]

(15)

where \( E = 0.58 \) PE results because energy losses from F, U, and \( F_d \) equal approximately 42% of the PE (prey energy) ingested.
It should be noted that equation 14, while derived independently, is nearly identical to equation 3 in Dunbrack and Giguere (1987), which was used to model the bioenergetics of predator movement. The primary difference is that the encounter value $\lambda$ or $MCA \cdot V_{ave} \cdot DD$ in this model is not strictly a function of reaction distance, but involves the kinematics of fish locomotion.

**Model assumptions**

The model presented above represents an effort to develop a quantitative model of NEI based on the mechanisms of predation in stream-dwelling salmonids. In this development, the following have been assumed:

1. That fish habitat choice is based on NEI
2. That the maximum capture distance is accurately described using fish swimming velocities without including acceleration
3. That constraining prey capture to the plane perpendicular to the fish is realistic (accurate)
4. That the density of prey items in the water is constant at all water velocities
5. That the time constraint on GEI resulting from fish not being able to search for prey while making a feeding foray can be modeled
6. That the probability of capture is known or obtainable (e.g., capture probability may be a function of water velocity)
7. That an upper bound on GEI due to satiation of the fish can accurately be modeled
(8) That the water velocity is known throughout the three-dimensional water column

(9) That the unsteady locomotion costs of capturing prey (acceleration and deceleration) can be modeled.
In this section the individual input parameters to the NEI model are briefly discussed and quantified. The input components of the model are reaction distance, swimming velocity, swimming cost, assimilation losses and digestion costs, maximum daily consumption, maximum feeding rate, capture efficiency, drift quantity and size, and water velocity. Input parameters were chosen to be as applicable to cutthroat trout as possible; however, because of the paucity of data available, it was necessary to utilize input parameters from research on a wide range of salmonid species.

Reaction distance

The reaction distance of a fish is the distance at which the fish can visually locate a prey item and recognize that it is a prey item. The reaction distance of fish can be visualized as a hemisphere in front of the fish (Confer et al., 1978; Luecke and O'Brien, 1981; Dunbrack and Dill, 1984). The length of the reactive distance increases with increasing illumination and contrast (Confer et al., 1978; Kettle and O'Brien, 1978; Levine, Lobel, and McNichol, 1979; Henderson, 1982; Lazzaro, 1987) and increases with increasing size of prey (e.g., Confer and Blades, 1975; Vinyard and O'Brien, 1976; Confer et al., 1978; Henderson, 1982; Schmidt and O'Brien, 1982; Dunbrack and Dill, 1983). Reaction distance increases with motion of prey items (Ware, 1973; Henderson, 1982) and decreases with increasing water turbidity (Vinyard and O'Brien, 1976; Confer et al., 1978). In addition, larger fish have larger reactive distances than small fish (e.g., Dunbrack and Dill, 1983; Schmidt and O'Brien, 1982).
A number of pertinent reaction distances reported in the literature have been combined in Figure 3. The scatter is largely a function of differing experimental conditions such as different types of prey, different species and sizes of fish, and moving or stationary prey. To get an estimate of reaction distance for the NEI model, an equation was fit to the reaction distance data of Dunbrack and Dill (1983). The data from Dunbrack and Dill were used because they allowed an equation to be fit for different fish sizes; nevertheless, the data are less than desirable because they were only for prey drifting on the surface, the prey sizes were reported in widths instead of lengths, and fish were coho salmon and not cutthroat trout. Figure 3 shows a reaction distance curve for a 150 mm fish based on the empirical data of Dunbrack and Dill (1983) and the theoretical work of Ware (1973) that suggests the prey length-reaction distance relationship should have the form of a second degree polynomial, but Eggers (1977) shows the relationship varies depending on inherent contrast. The reaction distance and prey length equation for the NEI model input is:

\[
PL = (RD^2 + 50 RD) \left( \frac{1 + 5.8 e^{-0.34 \cdot PL}}{1725} \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where:
- \(PL\) = prey length (mm)
- \(RD\) = reaction distance (cm)
- \(FL\) = total fish length (mm)
Figure 3. The relationship between prey length and reaction distance. Dunbrack and Dill (1983) 80 mm coho and drifting Plecoptera nymphs at 2160 lux. The prey sizes were reported as widths but converted to lengths via $L = 4.925W^{1.203}$ (C. Hawkins, 1992, unpublished data). Ware (1973) 110-140 mm rainbow trout and stationary chicken liver at 10 lux. Ware (1973) b same as previous but with moving prey. Wankowski (1981) juvenile Atlantic salmon and drifting prey at 2.33 W m$^{-3}$. Confer et al. (1978) 70-150 mm lake and brook trout and zooplankton at 1450 lux. Confer and Blades (1975) pumpkinseed and zooplankton. Henderson (1982) 180-240 mm cutthroat trout and chicken liver at approximately 100 lux. Henderson (1982) b same as above except at approximately 2 lux. Godin and Rangeley (1989) 53 mm Atlantic salmon and drifting, cylindrical pieces of euphausiids at 350 lux. The solid line is a reaction distance curve for a 150 mm fish modeled from equation 16 in the text.
Swimming velocity

The velocity that a fish is capable of swimming depends on the size of the fish (Fry and Cox, 1970; Brett and Glass, 1973; Jones, Kiceniuk, and Bamford, 1974; Glova and McInerney, 1977; Beamish, 1978), the water temperature (Brett, Hollands, and Alderdice, 1958; Griffiths and Alderdice, 1972; Brett and Glass, 1973; Glova and McInerney, 1977; Beamish, 1978), the species of fish, the prehistory of the fish (Brett, Hollands, and Alderdice, 1958; Webb, 1975), and the amount of time the velocity must be sustained (Brett, 1964). Figure 4 shows a plot of a number of swimming velocity relationships found in the literature.

For the NEI model, the 60-minute maximum sustained swimming speed for sockeye salmon (Brett and Glass, 1973) is used for both the maximum velocity that fish will swim to maintain position and capture prey. The 60-minute maximum sustained swimming speed is a good estimate of the maximum sustained speed, and the sockeye salmon data are the only salmonid data available that cover a complete range of fish sizes and temperatures. It would be more accurate to use swimming velocity data developed specifically for cutthroat trout and for prey capture, but they are not available. The 60-minute maximum sustained swimming speed equations are:

\[
\begin{align*}
2^\circ C & \quad \log V_{\text{max}} = 0.9053 + 0.6294 \log T_L \\
5^\circ C & \quad \log V_{\text{max}} = 0.9555 + 0.6243 \log T_L \\
10^\circ C & \quad \log V_{\text{max}} = 1.0346 + 0.6294 \log T_L \\
15^\circ C & \quad \log V_{\text{max}} = 1.1289 + 0.6345 \log T_L \\
20^\circ C & \quad \log V_{\text{max}} = 1.1031 + 0.6293 \log T_L
\end{align*}
\]

where:  
\( V_{\text{max}} = \) maximum sustained swimming speed (cm/s)  
\( T_L = \) total length (cm)  
\( T = \) temperature (°C)
Figure 4. Relationship between fish length (fork and total), temperature, and swimming velocity. Jones (1971) is a general salmonid equation $V = 17L^{0.5}$ derived from a review of numerous studies at different temperatures and the assumption $V = L^{0.5}$. Brett and Glass (1973) 60-minute maximum sustained velocity (critical velocity) data for sockeye salmon at temperatures of 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20°C. Glova and McInerney (1977) critical velocities of coho salmon at 3 and 18°C, bottom and top line, respectively. Godin and Rangeley (1989) velocity Atlantic salmon used to capture drift at 13°C. Fry and Cox (1970) maximum 1 minute velocities for rainbow trout at 5-15°C. Beamish (1978) 30 to 60-minute maximum sustained velocities of rainbow trout. Bainbridge (1960) 1 second burst velocities for 4 rainbow trout.
To obtain a continuous function, the following equation was derived from the equations of Brett and Glass (1973) using a temperature algorithm described by Kitchell et al. (1974) and is compared to equations 17 in Figure 5:

\[ V_{\text{max}} = 13.86 \left( \frac{21.42 - T}{3.92} \right)^{0.24} e^{0.24\left(1 - \frac{21.42 - T}{3.92} \right)} TL^{0.63} \]  

(18)

**SWIMMING VELOCITY**  
**(SOCKEYE SALMON)**

Figure 5: Relationship between 60-minute sustained swimming velocity, fish length, and temperature for sockeye salmon. Heavy lines are regression lines from Brett and Glass (1973) (equations 17), and the surface is equation 18 that was fit to the regression lines.
Swimming cost

The components of swimming cost in this paper are basal metabolism and active metabolism. Basal metabolism is the minimum rate of energy expenditure required to keep the fish alive (i.e., maintenance energy requirements). Active metabolism is the energy utilized for activities that require locomotion such as maintaining position in current. Before any consumed energy can be stored or converted to somatic or gonadal growth, fish must meet energy demands for maintenance and activity (Kitchell, 1983). Swimming cost depends on temperature, fish weight, and swimming velocity (Stewart, 1980).

For the NEI model input, the rainbow trout swimming cost equation developed by Stewart that accounts for both active and basal metabolism was considered the most applicable equation available for cutthroat trout. Stewart (1980) fit the swimming cost equation to the rainbow trout swimming data of Rao (1968). The equation is:

\[ R_U (J/hr^{-1}) = 1.4905W^{0.784}e^{0.068}\left(0.0259 - 0.0005T\right)U \]  

Comparisons of equation 19 and actual rainbow trout swimming cost data for 5 and 15°C (Rao, 1968) are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Comparison of the swimming cost equation derived by Stewart (1980) and actual rainbow trout swimming cost data from Rao (1968) at temperatures of 15 and 5°C.
Feeding foray costs

Swimming cost equations are derived for steady-state swimming conditions and do not account for the costs involved in unsteady-state swimming activities such as accelerating and decelerating. Webb (1982) has shown that unsteady swimming is more energetically costly than steady swimming. Brett (1970; cited in Pickett and Dill, 1984) found that 20 seconds of burst speed was equivalent to 15 minutes at the 60-minute maximum sustained metabolism, or 45 times as costly. Puckett and Dill (1984) have shown that burst swimming may be 5-20 times more expensive than would be expected by extrapolation from empirical swimming speed and oxygen consumption relationships.

For a first approximation of feeding foray costs, it is reasonable to assume that the cost of returning to the feeding location is insignificant compared to the cost of capturing prey (Godin and Rangeley, 1989). It is also reasonable to assume that the time it takes to capture prey is about 1 second and that fish capture prey items at their 60-minute maximum sustained velocity (from 7 to 4.5 body lengths/sec for fish 60 and 200 mm, respectively). Puckett and Dill (1984) and Godin and Rangeley (1989) recorded capture velocities from 3.4 to about 8 or 9 body lengths/sec. For NEI model input, a conservative assumption was made that capture cost (CC) was 6 times greater than steady swimming cost at the same velocity. Therefore, capture cost equals 6 times the sustained swimming cost for 1 second calculated from equations 18 and 19:

\[ CC = 6 \cdot R_{v_{\text{max}}} \] (20)
Assimilation losses and digestion costs

Waste products and food digestion constitute energy losses and costs to fish. Waste products are nonassimilated energy egested as feces (F) and assimilated energy excreted as ammonia and urea (U). For brown trout feeding on invertebrates, waste losses have a complex, nonlinear relation to feeding rate, temperature, and fish size (Elliott, 1976):

\[
PF = 0.212 T^{-0.222} e^{0.631 (c/c_{max})} \\
PU = 0.0259 T^{0.580} e^{-0.299 (c/c_{max})}
\]

where:
- \( PF \) = Proportion of daily energy intake lost as feces
- \( PU \) = Proportion of daily energy intake excreted
- \( C \) = Daily energy consumption
- \( C_{max} \) = Maximum daily consumption (discussed later)
- \( T \) = Temperature °C

It is feasible, however, to calculate wastes as a fixed proportion of GEI. Waste generally ranges between 25-30% of GEI (Elliott, 1976). The energy costs of food digestion include energy used in deamination of proteins, mechanical digestion, assimilation, and storage (Ney, 1990). Food digestion costs range from 12-16% of the GEI (Brett and Groves, 1979). For NEI model input, energy losses (F and U) are assumed to be 28% of GEI, and cost of food digestion is 14% of GEI (see equation 15).

Maximum daily food consumption

Elliott (1975a; 1975b) studied the satiation requirements and the daily consumption rates of brown trout. He found that single meal satiation and daily consumption rates vary with temperature and size of the fish. Elliott (1975b; 1979) derived mathematical
equations to quantify maximum daily food consumption of gammarids and a variety of other natural trout foods (e.g., *Baetis*, *Chironomidae*, *Oligochaete*, *Protonemura*, and *Hydropsyche*). The consumption equations developed by Elliott (1979) for brown trout are:

\[
\begin{align*}
3.8-6.6^\circ C & \quad C_{\text{max}} = 2.902 W^{0.762} e^{0.418T} \\
6.6-13.3^\circ C & \quad C_{\text{max}} = 15.018 W^{0.759} e^{0.171T} \\
13.3-17.8^\circ C & \quad C_{\text{max}} = 26.433 W^{0.767} e^{0.126T} \\
17.8-21.7^\circ C & \quad C_{\text{max}} = 3.241 \times 10^7 W^{0.753} e^{-0.662T}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( C_{\text{max}} \) is maximum consumption (cal day\(^{-1}\)), \( W \) is fish live weight (g), and \( T \) is temperature (\(^\circ C\)). These equations show that maximum consumption initially rises rapidly with increased temperature up to 18\(^{\circ}C\), then decreases dramatically (Figure 7).

![Figure 7. Relationship between maximum energy intake (cal day\(^{-1}\)) and temperature (\(^{\circ}C\)) for a 50 gram trout (adapted from Elliott, 1979).](image-url)
Unfortunately, the shape of the maximum consumption versus temperature curve is not the same as that found for some salmonid studies (Brett, Shelbourn, and Shoop, 1969; Edsall et al., 1974 cited in Stewart, 1980). Part of the discrepancy may result from the fact that different sizes and types of food items are evacuated from the stomach at different rates (Jobling, 1987). However, because the equations from Elliott are developed for small prey types typical of those found in streams, it is assumed that these equations are the most appropriate for the stream NEI model.

**Maximum capture rate**

The maximum capture rate of drifting invertebrates is limited by the time fish spend waiting to detect a prey item ($t_w$), the time required to make the feeding foray and begin waiting for another prey item ($t_f$), and the time available for feeding ($t_a$). The maximum number of prey captures (MNC) shown previously in equation 8 is:

$$MNC = \frac{t_a}{t_w + t_f}$$

The average amount of time spent waiting for prey ($t_w$) shown previously in equation 10 is a function of drift density (DD), average water velocity ($V_{ave}$), and the size of the maximum capture area (MCA). Specifically:

$$t_w = \frac{1}{MCA \cdot V_{ave} \cdot DD}$$

The time required to make a feeding foray ($t_f$) is composed of the time to recognize the prey ($t_{rec}$), capture the prey ($t_c$),
handle the prey \( (t_h) \), and return to the feeding location to begin a new search for prey \( (t_{rel}) \):

\[
t_f = t_{rec} + t_c + t_h + t_{rel}
\]

(25)

The overall equation for defining maximum number of captures is obtained by combining equations 23, 24, and 25 and is:

\[
\text{Maximum Captures} \leq \frac{t_a}{MCA \cdot V_{ave} \cdot D D + t_f}
\]

(26)

Figure 8 shows the effect of including the feeding foray time constraint of equation 26 on maximum capture rate.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8.** Comparison of maximum capture rate given the time to complete a prey capture foray is 0, 2, 5, and 10 seconds. Note that the case where foray time is 0 results in all prey passing through the fish’s MCA being captured.
For the NEI model, the average time waiting for prey \( (t_w) \) is calculated from the specific drift density \( (DD) \), average water velocity \( (V_{ave}) \), and the calculated maximum capture area \( (MCA) \). The time to make a feeding foray \( (t_f) \) is the sum of its component parts where recognition time \( (t_{rec}) \) is considered here to be instantaneous, the time to capture prey \( (t_c) \) is about 1 second based on observations by Bachman (1984), handling time \( (t_h) \) is considered negligible and/or included in return time, and the time to return to feeding \( (t_{ret}) \) is about 4 seconds (Bachman, 1984). As a result, the time to make a feeding foray \( (t_f) \) is assumed in the model input to be 5 seconds.

**Prey capture probability**

Capture probability should be related to (1) the probability of detecting a visible prey, (2) the probability of attacking prey, and (3) the probability of actually capturing/ingesting prey. The probability of detecting a visible prey item is likely to be highest at low velocities and lowest at very high velocities and depend on how cryptic (visible) the prey is (Gendron and Staddon, 1983; Wilzbach, Cummins, and Hall, 1986). The probability of attacking prey and successfully capturing/ingesting prey in relatively slow water is likely 100 percent if the prey are not highly mobile and if the prey are not too small or too large and if the fish is hungry (Dunbrack and Dill, 1983). It is reasonable to assume that both the probability of attack and successful capture/ingestion decrease with increasing velocity.

Due to the lack of empirical data on capture probability, it would be necessary to speculate on the relationship between
probability of capture \( (P_c) \) and search rate (water velocity). Gendron and Staddon (1983) proposed a function satisfying the criterion that \( P_c \) is high at slow search rates and low at fast search rates that could be used in the NEI model; however, for the sake of simplicity \( P_c \) has been set to 1.0 in the model. \( P_c \) is retained in the NEI model only for the purpose of keeping the model general for future uses.

**Drift density**

Allan (1987), in a third order Rocky Mountain stream, found day averages of drift density in June and July of 480 to 650 insects per 100 m³, with night averages as high as 5400 per 100 m³ and 24 hr average densities of 1000 to 2000 per 100 m³. In the fall, September and October, drift densities decreased considerably with day averages of drift density from 100 to 300 per 100 m³. Night drift densities were five- to tenfold greater than day drift densities in the early season with smaller ratios later in the season. Ephemeroptera were the major component in the drift (60-80% early and 40-50% later; the majority *Baetis*) followed by Plecoptera, simuliidae, and Chironomidae. Chironomidae were twice as abundant in day drift as night drift, while the other taxa were largely night drifters. Allan (1987) cites other studies that set the typical range of drift density at 10-100 to 500 per 100 m³ with a maximum recorded record of 17260 per 100 m³ in the Green River, Utah-Colorado. Wilzbach, Cummins, and Hall (1986) reported the average of dawn, noon, and dusk drift densities in an Oregon stream between 200 and 800 per 100 m³.
The drift density in the NEI model should be set at the specific densities of the stream site that is being modeled if data are available. In this paper, existing drift density data for St. Charles Creek, Utah, were utilized. Daytime drift density in St. Charles Creek during the summer of 1990 varied according to the gradient of the study reaches. Daytime drift in the low gradient study reach averaged 2600 organisms per 100 m^3, while drift in the medium and high gradient reaches was 430 and 700 per 100 m^3, respectively (R. Black, 1990, unpublished data). These drift densities fall within the general range reported by other studies. Table 1 shows the overall densities and the relative percentages of each taxon.

Table 1. Daytime drift densities and relative percentages of aquatic invertebrate taxa in St. Charles Creek, Idaho, during the summer (R. Black, 1990, unpublished data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High Gradient</th>
<th>Medium Gradient</th>
<th>Low Gradient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Density (#/100 m^3)</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>435700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Samples</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Chironomidae</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2953</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Baetis spp.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Simuliidae</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Ephemoptera</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Diptera</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Colleoptera</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Trichoptera</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Terrestrial</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% other</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Drift size

The size of invertebrates in the drift is site dependent. Generally, the most abundant size of invertebrates in the drift of salmonid streams seems to be between 0 and 5 mm. Bannon and Ringler (1986) found in a second order New York stream that the most abundant sizes of drift were between 1 and 4 mm, with most, 30-60%, in the 2 mm size class. The 1 mm size class accounted for 2-20% and 5-18% were in the 4 mm category. A few larger (5-8 mm) organisms were found later in the summer.

Salmonids typically feed only on prey approximately 1 mm or larger (Bannon and Ringler, 1986) and possibly only on prey larger than 2 mm (Bisson, 1978; Skinner, 1985). In addition, fish preferentially consumed large prey items even though they are not abundant. For example, Bannon and Ringler (1986) found that fish disproportionately fed on prey larger than 3 mm even though they were rare in the drift.

In St. Charles Creek, Idaho, the most abundant prey were less than 6 mm. Figure 9 and Table 2 show the percentage of different size classes of prey for three different reaches of the stream (low, medium, and high gradient) (R. Black, 1990, unpublished data). The proportion of drift observed in St. Charles Creek greater than 1 mm was used in the NEI model. In most cases the proportion of drift in each of three size classes (1-3 mm, 3-6 mm, and 6-11 mm) was used for model input (Table 2).
Figure 9. Length-frequency distributions of drifting invertebrates in three separate reaches (high, medium, and low gradient) of St. Charles Creek, Idaho (R. Black, 1990, unpublished data).

Table 2. Size composition of daytime drifting aquatic invertebrates in St. Charles Creek, Idaho (R. Black, 1990, unpublished data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low Gradient</th>
<th>Medium Gradient</th>
<th>High Gradient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number Measured</td>
<td>4620</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ave Length &gt; 1mm</td>
<td>2.6 mm</td>
<td>2.3 mm</td>
<td>3.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Above 1mm</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 1-3 mm</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 3-6 mm</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% 6-11 mm</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Drift dry weight and energy content

Drift can be converted to dry weight using the general aquatic invertebrate regression of Smock (1980):

\[ W = 0.019L^{2.46} \]  

(27)

where \( W \) is dry weight (mg) and \( L \) is length (mm). Dry weight can subsequently be converted to energy using the relationship 1 g dry weight equals 20,097 joules (4800 calories) (Cummins and Wuycheck, 1971).

For input into the NEI model, prey energy is determined by converting equation 27 to joules:

\[ PE_i = 0.3818L_i^{2.46} \]  

(28)

where \( PE_i \) is energy of the \( i \)th prey size in joules and \( L_i \) is the \( i \)th prey length (mm).

Uniform drift density assumption

An implicit assumption of the proposed drift-feeding model is that drift density is not a function of velocity and is uniform throughout the water column. Several studies (e.g., Waters, 1965; Elliott, 1970; Wankowski and Thorpe, 1979; Irvine and Northcote, 1982; Smith and Li, 1983; Hill, 1989) support the assumption that drift density is not a function of velocity or only a slightly increasing function of velocity (i.e., drift rate is directly proportional to the volume of water flowing through a drift net). Matter and Hopwood (1980), however, have shown that in large streams drift density can be stratified in the water column.
Variable water column velocity

An implicit assumption in the derivation of maximum capture area (MCA) is that the water velocities are known throughout the three-dimensional water column. In practice, it is not feasible to measure water velocities everywhere. Most fisheries investigations measure water velocity at points in the vertical water column where the velocity is typically equal to the average velocity for the total depth (Platts, Megahan, and Minshall, 1983). In most river channels the distributions of velocities in the vertical direction are logarithmic, and the velocity at 0.4 of the water depth from the bottom of the stream is approximately the average water column velocity (Leopold, Wolman, and Miller, 1964). To utilize average velocity measurements in the NEI model, a relationship of the average water velocity to point velocities throughout the water column was required.

There are two approaches available for calculating point velocities throughout the water column from average velocities: (1) theoretical and (2) empirical (Milhouse, 1990). In this thesis the empirical approach is used. The empirical approach utilizes an equation of the form:

\[ \frac{V_p}{V_m} = A \left( \frac{D_p}{D} \right)^B \]  \hspace{1cm} (29)

where:

- \( D \) = mean total depth of the stream
- \( D_p \) = depth at a point
- \( A, B \) = empirical constants
- \( V_m \) = mean velocity of the water column
- \( V_p \) = point velocity in the water column
By measuring a number of point velocities and the corresponding mean velocities in a stream channel, the parameters of equation 29 (i.e., A and B) can be obtained from regression.

There is some uncertainty to be expected from using the approach outlined above. In particular, point velocities near the bottom of the stream may deviate from the calculated velocity because the theory used in the calculations cannot account for the fact that velocities may be slower or faster than expected near bed elements (rocks) (Milhouse, 1990). This problem can cause a person to obtain constants from regression using equation 29 that are not reasonable. Constants obtained by R. Addley (1992, unpublished data) resulted in velocity profiles that did not accurately predict "mean column velocity" (velocity at 0.4 of the water depth from the stream bottom) when, in fact, mean column velocity was one of the primary known values used in the regression. Velocity values near the bottom of the stream that are lower than expected because they are downstream of a bed element (rock) artificially increase both of the constants (A and B) that are derived by regression.

To partially compensate for the above problem, the values of constants A and B of equation 29 can be constrained. From equation 29 it follows that if the mean water column velocity is assumed to be 0.4 of the depth from the bottom of the stream, then when \( \frac{D_p}{D} \) equals 0.4, the velocity mean \( V_m \) should equal the point velocity \( V_p \). Solving equation 29 for these conditions results in the following equation:

\[
\ln(A) = -B \ln(0.4) \tag{30}
\]
For input into the NEI model, empirical constants for equation 29 were estimated from (1) regression of fish focal velocities and mean column velocities collected by L. Jacobsen (1990, unpublished data) on St. Charles Creek, Idaho, (2) from multiple velocity measurements in pools and runs of Blacksmith Fork, Utah (R. Addley, 1992, unpublished data), and (3) from the U.S. Geological Survey empirical relationship of velocity and depth in Rantz et al. (1982). The initial NEI model input constants were chosen to be representative of the values obtained by regression and yet be constrained to fit equation 30 (Figure 10). The initial input constants are $A = 1.3$ and $B = 0.3$.

**Figure 10.** Plot of the A and B coefficients derived for the empirical velocity equation (equation 29). Coefficients were obtained by regression of data from (1) data from St. Charles Creek, Idaho (L. Jacobsen, 1990, unpublished data), (2) data from various locations on the Blacksmith Fork, Utah (R. Addley, 1992, unpublished data), and the empirical depth-velocity relationship from the U.S. Geological Survey (Rantz et al., 1982). Also presented is a line representing the constraint applied to equation 29 (see text for details).
FIELD VALIDATION

Methods and assumptions

NEI model output was tested against two different sets of field data collected in 1989 and 1990 on St. Charles Creek, Idaho. Validation data were obtained independently of data used in constructing the NEI model. The first and largest data set consists of habitat availability measurements and 1400 microhabitat observations of cutthroat (73%), brook (26%), and rainbow trout (1%) obtained by Lee Jacobsen in St. Charles Creek (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished). Microhabitat observations were obtained by snorkeling 10% of each habitat type (e.g., pools, runs, glides, riffles) in St. Charles Creek and recording the species and length of each fish as well as microhabitat variables (water depth, average velocity, focal velocity, water temperature, substrate, etc.). The data used in the validation were all collected in the summer. The sizes of fish in the data set range from 10 to 490 mm TL.

To evaluate the NEI model, frequency histograms of the habitat availability and microhabitat utilization data were plotted on a two-dimensional grid of mean water column velocity and depth. Microhabitat utilization data were segregated into four size classes of fish: very small (10-39 mm), small (40-69 mm), intermediate (70-159 mm), and large (160-490 mm). The location and frequency of habitat use of fish in each size class were then plotted on the velocity and depth grid and compared to habitat availability. Manly's Alpha preference index (Krebs, 1989) was used to quantify habitat preference over the grid of depths and velocities, and a Monte-Carlo computer program for chi
square goodness-of-fit testing (Romesburg and Marshall, 1985) was used to determine whether fish used depths and velocities in a nonrandom manner \( (P = 0.05) \). In addition, linear correlation was used to determine the relationship between fish size and habitat (depth and velocity) use.

The NEI model was then used to calculate NEI over the same aforementioned grid of depths and velocities for four different sizes of fish \((30, 50, 100, 200 \text{ mm})\) that corresponded to the mean length of fish in each of the size categories \((10-39, 40-69, 70-159, 160-490 \text{ mm})\). The results of the NEI model predictions for each fish size and the actual microhabitat utilization of each size class of fish were then compared for correspondence. Determination of the correspondence between model predictions and actual habitat use was accomplished by graphical presentation and by rank correlation of modeled NEI quality versus fish utilization.

The second data set used for validation consists of one set of fish positions in two pools (Stations 59 and 48) and two runs (Stations 60 and 50) in St. Charles Creek along with detailed spatial mapping of the depth and water velocity of each pool and run. The station numbers for the pools and runs analyzed correspond to the station numbers in Jacobsen (1993, unpublished). A total of 55 fish positions were mapped in the four stations with 67\% of the fish being cutthroat trout, 24\% brook trout, and 11\% rainbow trout. Fish positions were mapped by snorkeling each station one time in the month of August between 11 and 12:00 am. Immediately following mapping of fish locations, a 0.46 m (1.5 ft) by 0.31 m (1 ft) grid was laid out on each station by placing transects marked by nylon rope every
0.46 m from the beginning of the station to the end with each transect marked off in 0.31 m increments. Total water depth and average water column velocity were measured at each 0.31 m increment of each transect. To test the NEI model, NEI was calculated throughout each station and the model predictions of NEI were graphically compared to the actual locations being utilized by fish. In addition, a computer randomization test (10,000 permutations) was used to determine if fish were using the habitat in a nonrandom manner (Manly, 1991), and Spearman’s rank correlation was used to determine rank correlation between the density of fish and modeled NEI.

Model input parameters for the validation tests are shown in Table 3. All input parameters are general values derived previously except for water depth, water velocity, fish size, and drift density. Water depth and velocity were input directly into the model for each depth and velocity combination being modeled. The sizes of fish modeled corresponded to the mean fish sizes in the validation data. Drift density for the first validation data set was set at 400 prey/100 m³, which was the average daytime drift density in the middle reach of St. Charles Creek (Table 1). Drift density for the second validation data set was set at 209, 149, 106, and 106 prey per 100 m³ for stations 60, 59, 50, and 48, respectively. These drift densities were the station specific densities found at each site (R. Black, 1990, unpublished data). The size distribution of the drifting invertebrates used in the model corresponded to that in the medium gradient reach of St. Charles Creek (Table 2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter &amp; Units</th>
<th>Equation/Calculation Method</th>
<th>Source and Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEI&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; (joules/hr)</td>
<td>[ \text{NEI} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{MCA_i \cdot V_{ave} \cdot DD_i \cdot PC_i \cdot (E_i - CC_i) - SC_i}{1 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} MCA_i \cdot V_{ave} \cdot DD_i} \right) ]</td>
<td>Net energy intake rate based on possible gross energy intake minus energy costs and losses for each prey size i. Calculated in the plane transverse and perpendicular to the fish by an iterative computer program where ( V_{ave} ) is mean velocity along MCA (calculated within the computer program) and RD&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; is the reaction distance for prey size i.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCD&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; (ft)</td>
<td>[ MCD_{i} = \left( \frac{RD_{i}^{2} \left( V_{max}^{2} - V_{mean}^{2} \right)}{V_{max}^{2} + V_{p}^{2} - V_{mean}^{2}} \right)^{0.50} ]</td>
<td>Maximum sustained fish velocity equation derived from Brett &amp; Glass (1973) ( T )= temperature (°C) ( TL )= total length (cm) Reaction distance equation derived from data of Dunbrack &amp; Dill (1983) where PL = prey length (mm), RD = reaction distance (cm), and FL = total fish length (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{max} ) (ft/s)</td>
<td>[ V_{max} = \left( \frac{21.42 - T}{3.92} \right)^{0.24} e^{0.24\left(1 - \left( \frac{21.42 - T}{3.92} \right) \right)} ]</td>
<td>Daytime drift density in St. Charles Creek, Idaho, for each prey size i (Black 1990, unpublished data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; (ft)</td>
<td>[ PL_{i} = (RD_{i}^{2} + 50 \cdot RD_{i}) \left( \frac{1 + 5.8 \cdot e^{-0.62(PL_{i})}}{1725} \right) ]</td>
<td>Maximum capture area at a location given water depth, water velocity, and channel morphology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; (ft&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>Area circumscribed by connecting MCD&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;s in all directions in the plane transverse and perpendicular to the fish (calculated with a computer program)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_{ave} ) (ft/s)</td>
<td>Average water velocity through MCA&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; calculated within the computer program</td>
<td>Average velocity in the MCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; (prey/ft&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>Site specific empirical data</td>
<td>Daytime drift density in St. Charles Creek, Idaho, for each prey size i (Black 1990, unpublished data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Assume probability of capture equals 1.0</td>
<td>Probability of successful prey capture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{i} ) (joules/prey)</td>
<td>0.58 ( PE_{i} )</td>
<td>Energy assimilated (gross energy intake minus 14% for food digestion and 28% for losses due to excretion and feces)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( PE_{i} ) (joules/prey)</td>
<td>( PE_{i} = 0.3818 \cdot (PL_{i})^{2.46} )</td>
<td>Prey energy derived from Smock (1980) and Cummins &amp; Wuycheck (1971) where PL = prey length (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( CC_{i} ) (joules)</td>
<td>6 times cost of swimming (SC) for one second at ( V_{max} )</td>
<td>First approximation of cost of capturing prey. About 20% of the empirical cost found by Puckett and Dill (1984)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( SC ) (joules/hr)</td>
<td>( R_{U} = 1.4905 \cdot U^{0.784} \cdot e^{0.0647 \cdot U^{0.0259 - 0.000377 \cdot U}} )</td>
<td>Stewart (1980) ( W )= weight (g/ml) ( U )= temperature (°C) ( V )= velocity (cm/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{f} )</td>
<td>Empirically approximated as 5 seconds</td>
<td>Taken from time to complete a feeding foray in Bachman (1984)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results and discussion for data set one (Jacobsen data)

Habitat availability. A frequency histogram of the depths and mean column velocities of stream habitat available in St. Charles Creek is shown in Figure 11. The largest percentage of habitat available in St. Charles Creek consists of relatively slow, shallow water less than about 50 cm deep with mean velocities less than about 20 cm/s. There is also a large portion of habitat available with depths less than about 70 cm and velocities in the range of 20 to 90 cm/s, but very little habitat is available with depths greater than 70 cm.

Figure 11. Frequency histogram of the available habitat in St. Charles Creek, Idaho (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished). Note that this graph is oriented in a different direction than most of the following graphs so that the frequency distribution can clearly be seen.
Habitat utilization. Frequency histograms of the observed fish microhabitat locations for each size class of fish are plotted on a grid of depth and velocity in Figures 12-15. Each size class of fish utilized depth and velocity habitat that differed significantly from the stream habitat available (P<0.05) (see Figure 11). Very small fish (10-39 mm) used very slow, shallow habitats similar to the most abundant habitat available (Figure 12), but none of the deeper, faster habitats; and the size classes of fish larger than 39 mm utilized habitats deeper and faster than those that were most abundant (Figures 13-15). In particular, the two largest size classes of fish (Figures 14-15) utilized deep and relatively fast water that was very rare in the stream (see Figure 11).

Habitat preference. Plots of Manly's Alpha preference index show quantitatively the preference of trout in St. Charles Creek for deeper and faster water as they increase in size (Figures 16-19). Manly's Alpha preference index was calculated at the center of each 10 unit by 10 unit combination of depth and velocity. Preference values greater than 0.005 indicate fish utilized a particular habitat more than would be expected given the proportion of that habitat in the stream, and values less than 0.005 indicate avoidance of particular habitats. Comparison of Figures 16-19 shows that small trout preferentially utilized only shallow habitats and that larger fish preferred deep habitats and avoided shallow water. In addition, as fish size increased, they preferred a wider range of water velocities that included velocities up to approximately 65 cm/s for the larger fish.
Figure 12. Frequency histogram of the number of cutthroat trout observed at each total depth/mean velocity combination in St. Charles Creek, Idaho (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished). The total number of fish locations plotted is 346. The average size of the fish was 29 mm TL with a range from 10 to 39 mm. Note that this graph is oriented similar to Figure 11.
Figure 13. Frequency histogram of the number of cutthroat trout observed at each total depth/mean velocity combination in St. Charles Creek, Idaho (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished). The total number of fish locations plotted is 168. The average size of the fish was 49 mm TL with a range from 40 to 69 mm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
Figure 14. Frequency histogram of the number of cutthroat trout observed at each total depth/mean velocity combination in St. Charles Creek, Idaho (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished). The total number of fish locations plotted is 712. The average size of the fish was 106 mm TL with a range from 70 to 159 mm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
Figure 15. Frequency histogram of the number of cutthroat trout observed at each total depth/mean velocity combination in St. Charles Creek, Idaho (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished). The total number of fish locations plotted is 249. The average size of the fish was 209 mm TL with a range from 160 to 490 mm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
Figure 16. Calculated preference of cutthroat trout in St. Charles Creek, Idaho, for each total depth/mean velocity combination. The preference function is Manly's Alpha (Krebs, 1989) where values greater than 0.005 (not 0.05, see the Figure) indicate preference and values less than 0.005 indicate avoidance. The lengths of fish plotted range from 10 to 39 cm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
Figure 17. Calculated preference of cutthroat trout in St. Charles Creek, Idaho, for each total depth/mean velocity combination. The preference function is Manly’s Alpha (Krebs, 1989) where values greater than 0.005 (not 0.05, see the Figure) indicate preference and values less than 0.005 indicate avoidance. The lengths of fish plotted range from 40 to 69 cm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
Figure 18. Calculated preference of cutthroat trout in St. Charles Creek, Idaho, for each total depth/mean velocity combination. The preference function is Manly's Alpha (Krebs, 1989) where values greater than 0.005 (not 0.05, see the Figure) indicate preference and values less than 0.005 indicate avoidance. The lengths of fish plotted range from 70 to 159 cm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
Figure 19. Calculated preference of cutthroat trout in St. Charles Creek, Idaho, for each total depth/mean velocity combination. The preference function is Manly's Alpha (Krebs, 1989) where values greater than 0.005 (not 0.05, see the Figure) indicate preference and values less than 0.005 indicate avoidance. The lengths of fish plotted range from 160 to 490 cm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
Some of the preference figures (Figures 16-19) show anomalous regions of high preference that result from a small number of fish being located in a region of depths and velocities that is very rare in the habitat availability data in part because the small number of habitat availability measurements left "holes" (unevenness) in the frequency distribution (see Figure 11). For example, Figure 16 shows a peak of high preference at a velocity of 20-30 cm/s and a depth of 0-10 cm that is the result of only nine fish (of 346 total) being located in a region of low habitat availability. Aside from the anomalies, however, the general trends of the data show that different sized fish are preferentially utilizing different depths and velocities.

**Fish size versus habitat use.** Linear correlation of fish size versus velocity and fish size versus depth showed that increased fish size was significantly correlated the utilization of deeper and faster water. The mean column velocity utilized was positively correlated with fish size, where the slope of the regression line $b_1=0.14$ ($P<0.001$); and the water depths utilized increased with increased fish size $b_1=0.41$ ($P<0.001$).

**NEI versus fish location.** NEI model predictions of the pattern of depths and velocities that different size fish in St. Charles Creek should be utilizing to obtain high NEI corresponded remarkably well with the pattern of actual depths and velocities being utilized by different sized fish (Figures 20-23). Figure 20 shows a surface plot of NEI for a 30 mm fish (temperature = $12^\circ$C and drift density = 400 prey/100 m$^3$) overlaid with the habitat locations of fish ranging from 10 to 39 mm. The majority
of the fish locations occur near the beginning of the highest peak in NEI just outside of the area where the model predicts they should be located. For fish larger than 39 mm, the NEI model predicts that fish should increasingly utilize faster velocities and deeper depths. Figures 21-23 show NEI modeled for fish 50, 100, and 200 mm overlaid with the locations of corresponding size classes of fish. In each of these cases, the majority of the fish locations actually fall within the region of depths and velocities that the NEI model predicts they should.

Spearman’s rank correlation test indicates that there is a significant and strong correlation between fish habitat use and the predictions of NEI by the model. The area under each predicted NEI surface was separated into regions of 10% decreasing increments of maximum NEI (e.g., 100-90%, 90-80%, 80-70% of maximum NEI) and rank correlated with the relative preference (# fish/available habitat, scaled between 0 and 1.0) of fish present in each region (Figure 24). For all sizes of fish combined, Spearman’s \( r_{n=11} = 0.91 \) (\( P<0.01 \)). Figure 25 shows the correlation of each size class of fish separately. The rank correlation of the smallest size class of fish (10-39 mm) with the NEI model produces the poorest fit with a Spearman’s \( r_{n=11} = -0.14 \) (also see Figure 20). The other size classes of fish (40-69, 70-159, and 160-490 mm), however, show strong and significant correlations with the NEI model, Spearman’s \( r_{n=11} = 0.89, 0.96, \) and \( 0.96 \), respectively (\( P<0.01 \)).
Figure 20. NEI modeled at each total depth and mean column velocity combination for 30 mm trout at 12°C. Actual cutthroat trout depth/velocity locations from St. Charles Creek, Idaho, (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished) are plotted as circles on the isoplot of the NEI surface. The total number of fish locations plotted is 346. The average size of the fish was 29 mm TL with a range from 10 to 39 mm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
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Figure 21. NEI modeled at each total depth and mean column velocity combination for 50 mm trout at 12°C. Actual cutthroat trout depth/velocity locations from St. Charles Creek, Idaho, (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished) are plotted as circles on the isoplot of the NEI surface. The total number of fish locations plotted is 168. The average size of the fish was 49 mm TL with a range from 40 to 69 mm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
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Figure 22. NEI modeled at each total depth and mean column velocity combination for 100 mm trout at 12°C. Actual cutthroat trout depth/velocity locations from St. Charles Creek, Idaho, (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished) are plotted as circles on the isoplot of the NEI surface. The total number of fish locations plotted is 712. The average size of the fish was 106 mm TL with a range from 70 to 159 mm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
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Figure 23. NEI modeled at each total depth and mean column velocity combination for 200 mm trout at 12°C. Actual cutthroat trout depth/velocity locations from St. Charles Creek, Idaho, (Jacobsen, 1993, unpublished) are plotted as circles on the isoplot of the NEI surface. The total number of fish locations plotted is 249. The average size of the fish was 209 mm TL with a range from 160 to 490 mm. Note that this graph is oriented different than Figure 11.
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Figure 24. Correlation between relative fish preference (# fish/available habitat, scaled between 0 and 1.0) and percent of maximum NEI predicted by the NEI model (in 10% increments) for each of the different size classes of fish combined (10-39, 40-69, 70-159, 160-490 mm). Spearman's rank correlation coefficient $r_{s,n=11} = 0.91$ (P<0.01).
Figure 25. Correlation between relative fish preference (number of fish/available habitat, scaled between 0 and 1.0) and percent of maximum NEI predicted by the NEI model (in 10% increments) for each of the different size classes of fish separately. Spearman's rank correlation coefficient from the smallest size class of fish to the largest is $r_{n=11} = -0.14$ ($P<0.56$), $r_{n=11} = 0.89$ ($P<0.01$), $r_{n=11} = 0.96$ ($P<0.01$), $r_{n=11} = 0.96$ ($P<0.01$).
The different NEI surfaces modeled for different sized fish show that as drift-feeding fish get larger, the model predicts they are able to obtain higher rates of NEI in progressively deeper and faster water. This results from increases in swimming speed and reaction distance as fish get larger (see the following Sensitivity Analysis section). The NEI model's pattern of predicting that fish should utilize deeper depths and faster velocities (also a wider range of velocities) as they get larger is closely followed by the actual habitat utilization of different sized fish in St. Charles Creek. This provides convincing evidence that in general fish in St. Charles Creek utilize habitats that provide high NEI, and that the size-dependent shifts of larger fish to deeper and faster water correspond to size-dependent shifts in the ability of fish to obtain NEI. The poorest fit of the model occurred for the smallest size class of fish (10-39 mm). The reason for the poor fit is unknown, but could possibly result from the model incorrectly predicting NEI for small fish and/or from small fish not utilizing high NEI sites because of predation or dominance threats of larger fish.

Results and discussion for data set two (spatial data)

Detailed NEI modeling of four stations (two pools and two runs) on St. Charles Creek provides additional evidence that fish in St. Charles Creek generally utilize stream microhabitats that match the NEI model predictions of high NEI. Figures 26-30 show the modeled NEI and fish locations for each of the four stations.
Figure 26. Modeled NEI and observed fish locations at Station 60 (a run) in St. Charles Creek. NEI was modeled for 150 mm fish and fish in this size class are plotted as darkened circles. Fish locations were recorded by snorkeling the station one time after which topography, depth, and velocity data were collected to model NEI. The temperature used in the model was 12°C and the drift rate was 209 prey/100 m². Bold black lines indicate the margins of the stream. Average NEI of the fish is 722 J/hr and average NEI in the stream is 378 J/hr.
Figure 27. Modeled NEI and observed fish locations at Station 60 (a run) in St. Charles Creek. NEI was modeled for 50 mm fish and fish in this size class are plotted as darkened circles. Fish locations were recorded by snorkeling the station one time after which topography, depth, and velocity data were collected to model NEI. The temperature used in the model was 12°C and the drift rate was 209 prey/100 m³. Bold black lines indicate the margins of the stream. Average NEI of the fish is 128 J/hr and average NEI in the stream is 36 J/hr.
Figure 28. Modeled NEI and observed fish locations at Station 59 (a pool) in St. Charles Creek. NEI was modeled for 100 mm fish. Fish are plotted as darkened circles. Fish locations were recorded by snorkeling the station one time after which topography, depth, and velocity data were collected to model NEI. The temperature used in the model was 12°C and the drift rate was 149 prey/100 m³. Bold black lines indicate the margins of the stream. Average NEI of the fish is 449 J/hr and average NEI in the stream is 355 J/hr.
Figure 29. Modeled NEI and observed fish locations at Station 50 (a run) in St. Charles Creek. NEI was modeled for 150 mm fish. Fish are plotted as darkened circles. Fish locations were recorded by snorkeling the station one time after which topography, depth, and velocity data were collected to model NEI. The temperature used in the model was 12°C and the drift rate was 106 prey/100 m³. Bold black lines indicate the margins of the stream. Average NEI of the fish is 412 J/hr and average NEI in the stream is 155 J/hr.
Figure 30. Modeled NEI and observed fish locations at Station 48 (a pool) in St. Charles Creek. NEI was modeled for 150 mm fish and fish in this size class are plotted as darkened circles. Fish locations were recorded by snorkeling the station one time after which topography, depth, and velocity data were collected to model NEI. The temperature used in the model was 12°C and the drift rate was 106 prey/100 m³. Bold black lines indicate the margins of the stream. Average NEI of the fish is 418 J/hr and average NEI in the stream is 222 J/hr.
At each of the stream stations the average NEI of the locations fish utilized was higher (26 to 250% higher) than the average NEI available in the station (see figure captions for average NEI values). In each case except one (Station 59) the higher average NEI was significant (P<0.05). As a result, it appears that fish were selecting microhabitats with high NEI.

At Station 60 (a run) NEI was modeled for fish of two different sizes (150 and 50 mm) and the locations of fish of the corresponding sizes were overlaid on the appropriate NEI surface in Figures 26 and 27. All of the fish at this Station were located in areas of the stream that the NEI model predicted would provide high NEI. Stations 59, 50, and 48 (Figures 28-30) were also modeled in a similar manner, and in each case the majority of the fish locations were in or adjacent to areas of high NEI. In total, 45 of the 65 observed fish were located at or near the peak NEI locations in the stream. Rank correlation of relative fish habitat preference and modeled NEI shown in Figure 31 for the individual Stations 60, 59, 50, and 48, however, reveals a weaker relationship, Spearman's \( r_{n,11} = 0.61 \) (P<0.03), than would be expected if fish were strictly utilizing high NEI locations.

Several of the fish locations in Stations 59 and 48, particularly, were not located near peak NEI. In total, 9 fish were located at intermediate NEI and 11 fish were located in very low NEI areas (near zero NEI). Without exception, all of the fish at intermediate or low NEI locations were in areas with low velocities. The low velocities provide very little drift and consequently low NEI, but they result in low swimming costs and provide ideal resting locations for fish that are not feeding.
These results reveal a weakness in the data used to validate the NEI model. The optimum depth/velocity combination in terms of energetics depends on the activity fish are engaged in. High NEI locations should be utilized for feeding, but low swimming cost locations should be utilized for resting. To accurately assess the validity of the NEI model, the activity (e.g., resting or feeding) of the fish must be accurately assessed. Unfortunately, fish locations during this study were only observed once and for a short time period (a few minutes). As a result, the fish locations were not necessarily the locations that fish were utilizing as primary feeding locations. Future validation efforts of this sort should carefully address the activity states of fish (e.g., Hughes, 1991; Hill, 1989).

Figure 31. Correlation between relative fish preference (# fish/available habitat, scaled between 0 and 1.0) and percent of maximum NEI predicted by the NEI model (in 10% increments) for all stations combined (Station 60, 59, 50, and 48). Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient $r_s = 0.61$ ($P<0.03$).
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Methods and assumptions

A single parameter perturbation analysis was used to determine the relative importance of each NEI model input parameter on NEI predictions and to determine which parameters in the model need additional research and refinement (Grant, 1986; Swartzman and Kaluzny, 1987). Analysis was accomplished by using baseline model input values to model NEI over a grid of depths and velocities (0-145 cm and 0-145 cm/s) and comparing baseline NEI output to the NEI output obtained by varying each input parameter by ±10%. For the baseline NEI output, a NEI surface was generated over the depth/velocity grid. A simple quantitative measure of the NEI surface was required to assess changes in the surface, so the volume under the surface was calculated along with its corresponding centroid. Then for each ±10% change in the input parameter, the percent change in the volume and centroid of the volume under the NEI surface was calculated to quantify the sensitivity (response) of the NEI surface. In addition, the perturbed NEI surface was subtracted from the baseline surface and the difference was plotted to show the actual change in NEI over the depth/velocity grid given a 10% perturbation. The input parameters that were varied are temperature, time required to make a feeding foray, capture cost, swimming cost, energy value of prey, drift density, depth off the bottom of the stream, power law coefficients, reaction distance, sustainable velocity of the fish, and maximum velocity of the fish.
The initial input values used to produce the baseline NEI surface were those used to validate the NEI model except that drift density was set to 120 prey/100 m³ and the size of fish modeled was 120 mm, which is approximately the mean size of fish found in St. Charles Creek. All other input values are the same as those shown in Table 3 unless otherwise specified.

**Results and discussion**

Figure 32 shows the baseline NEI surface generated for the sensitivity analysis. The volume under the surface is 4,956,203 units and the coordinates of the centroid of the volume under the surface are depth = 89 cm, velocity = 41 cm/s, and NEI = 296 J/hr. Figures 33-36 show the response of the volume under the NEI surface and the depth, velocity, and NEI coordinates of the centroid, respectively, given ±10% changes in the input parameters. The volume under the NEI surface in conjunction with the centroid values gives a picture of how the NEI surface is changing (shifting) given changes in input values. In addition, the Appendix shows figures of each perturbed NEI surface subtracted from the baseline NEI surface.

The NEI surface was least sensitive to the time to make a feeding foray (time foraging), the capture cost, swimming cost, focal depth, and the maximum sustainable velocity of the fish. The NEI surface was most sensitive to changes in the maximum swimming velocity, reaction distance, and the power law.

Parameters that caused the largest upward shift in the NEI surface (i.e., increasing the NEI) were prey energy value, drift density, reaction distance, and maximum capture velocity. The parameters that caused the largest shifts in the NEI surface in
the depth direction were focal depth, the power law, and reaction distance. The parameters that caused the largest shifts in the velocity direction were temperature, focal depth, the power law, and maximum capture velocity.

Figure 32. Baseline NEI surface used for sensitivity analysis. Modeled for 120 mm fish at temperature of 12°C and a drift rate of 120 prey/100 m³. The volume under the NEI surface is 4,956,203 cubic units, the depth centroid of the volume is 89 cm, the velocity centroid is 41 cm/s, and the NEI centroid is 296 J/hr.
Figure 33. Percent change (sensitivity) of the volume under the NEI surface to 10% changes (1.1 X or 0.9 X nominal value) of each parameter used to model the NEI surface.
Figure 34. Percent change (sensitivity) of the NEI centroid for the volume under the NEI surface to 10% changes (1.1 X or 0.9 X nominal value) of each parameter used to model the NEI surface.
Figure 35. Percent change (sensitivity) of the depth centroid for the volume under the NEI surface to 10% changes (1.1 X or 0.9 X nominal value) of each parameter used to model the NEI surface.
Figure 36. Percent change (sensitivity) of the velocity centroid for the volume under the NEI surface to 10% changes (1.1 X or 0.9 X nominal value) of each parameter used to model the NEI surface.
**Temperature.** Changing temperature changes the maximum velocity and the swimming cost of fish. In this instance a 10% increase in temperature caused a 4.2% increase in maximum velocity and approximately a 6% increase in swimming cost. The combined effects on the location of the NEI surface were primarily to shift the surface to higher velocities and increase the volume under the surface. The opposite effect occurred for a decrease in temperature. In each case, the change in the maximum velocity of the fish is the main driving force in shifting the NEI surface because the surface is relatively insensitive to swimming cost (see discussion below). Because temperature is a highly accurate (usually measured) input to the model, the main significance of these results is that changes in water temperature increase or decrease the maximum swimming velocity of fish and consequently increase or decrease the velocities of water at which fish can obtain positive NEI.

**Feeding foray time.** Although the amount of time it takes a fish to make a complete feeding foray (capture prey and return to focal position) is not accurately known and probably highly variable, it does not have much effect on the model. The only significant response to increasing or decreasing the foray time was a 2% decrease or increase, respectively, in the volume under the NEI surface. In essence, increasing the foray time slightly decreases the NEI available at a given depth/velocity combination but does not alter which depth/velocity combinations have the best NEI.

**Capture cost.** The cost of swimming (accelerating) to capture prey is probably the greatest unknown of the model input
parameters. Nevertheless, the NEI surface was insensitive to capture cost and it appears to be relatively unimportant in determining which depth and velocity combinations have the highest NEI. The cost of capturing prey, however, directly reduces the NEI gained from capturing prey and is a measure of the effort required to capture prey. As a result, it probably should not be discounted as being unimportant in terms of foraging behavior. For example, the cost of capture or the effort expended in capturing a prey item may affect a fish’s decision about which prey items to pursue (e.g., small versus large prey and/or near versus distant prey).

Swimming cost. Like capture cost, the NEI surface is very insensitive to swimming cost. As a result, it appears swimming cost generally has little affect on NEI. This may not be true, however, when gross energy intake is very low, such as during resting periods, periods of very low drift densities, and cold temperature periods when maximum consumption is very low. These situations are addressed in a following section.

Prey energy value. The prey energy value, or the net amount of calories a fish is able to obtain from a prey item, had little effect on the depth or velocity centroid. Increasing the prey energy value did shift the NEI surface upward considerably with a 11% increase in the volume and a 10.5% increase in the NEI centroid. Decreasing prey energy value produced a similar magnitude of response but in the opposite direction.

Drift density. Changing drift density had nearly the exact same effect as did changing the prey energy value. Little shift in the depth or velocity centroid occurred but there was an 8 to
9% shift in the volume under the NEI surface and the NEI centroid. Altering drift density and prey energy value in the model alters the magnitude of NEI at a given depth/velocity combination but does not significantly change which depth/velocity combinations have the highest NEI in a relative sense.

**Focal depth.** Changing the focal depth of the fish produced relatively little response in the NEI surface. Increasing the focal depth increases the water velocity at the focal location. As a result, swimming cost is higher and the fish has to capture prey horizontally and upwards in higher velocity water. This causes the depth centroid to increase slightly (0.3%) and the velocity centroid to decrease slightly (1.5%). Decreasing the focal depth causes the opposite response.

**Power law.** The NEI surface was more sensitive to changing the coefficients of the power law than any other parameter. In part, this resulted from an anomaly in the way the analysis of the power law was handled. Changing the multiplicative constant of the power law by 10% actually results in a 30% change in the power constant when the power law is constrained as in equation 30. As a result, the 10% change in the power law most likely encompasses a majority of the range of input coefficients observed in the field for the power law. Therefore, the results definitely overestimate the sensitivity of the NEI surface to the power law compared to the other input parameters.

Increasing the power law coefficient (multiplicative constant) by 10% caused a 11.8% increase in the velocity centroid, a 10.4% increase in the volume centroid, a 3.4%
decrease in the NEI centroid, and a 1.5% increase in the depth centroid. Similar magnitude, but opposite direction changes resulted from a 10% decrease in the power law multiplicative constant. The velocity and depth centroid changes were the largest observed in the sensitivity analysis. Increasing the power law constants made faster and deeper water more energetically beneficial (see Figure A15-16 in the Appendix).

Changing the power law coefficients changes the shape of the velocity profile. Increasing the coefficients causes the velocity profile to have a greater difference between surface and bottom velocities. That is, the surface has much higher velocity than is found near the bottom. As a result, the foraging model allows fish to utilize faster mean velocities because the near bottom focal velocities are lower. Decreasing the coefficients causes the velocity profile to be more uniform (similar velocities surface and bottom) and makes high mean velocities less usable because the near bottom velocities are higher.

**Reaction distance.** Changing the reaction distance had a large impact on the volume under the surface and had the second largest change in the depth centroid. A 10% increase or decrease in reaction distance resulted in a 15.8% increase or decrease, respectively, in the volume under the surface. There was also a corresponding 0.5 - 0.6% increase and decrease, respectively, in the depth centroid. The velocity centroid was not sensitive to reaction distance.

Increasing the reaction distance allowed the capture of more prey in the model and made deeper water more advantageous. The converse occurred when the reaction distance was decreased.
Sustainable velocity. NEI was very insensitive to sustainable velocity. Practically no change in the NEI parameters was observed with a ±10% change in sustainable velocity. In the NEI model sustainable velocity is used to determine whether a focal position can be occupied by a fish or not. If the focal velocity is greater than the sustainable velocity of the fish, then the model assumes the fish will not occupy the focal position as a feeding site and the GEI is set to zero. The reason the NEI surface is insensitive to changes in the sustainable velocity is because changing the sustainable velocity changes the margins of the NEI surface where NEI is very low. As a result, the change is not significant as measured by the quantitative parameters of the NEI surface.

It must be understood, however, that the sustainable velocity defines the maximum water velocity at which a fish will maintain a focal site and as a result has an important impact on the shape of the NEI surface. To visualize this, Figures 20-23 show the NEI surfaces for different sized fish that have significantly different sustainable velocities.

Maximum capture velocity. Changing the maximum capture velocity caused the largest changes in the volume of the NEI surface. Increasing the maximum capture velocity caused a 19.5% increase in the volume under the NEI surface and decreasing the maximum capture velocity caused a 18% decrease in the volume under the NEI surface. Increasing the maximum capture velocity by 10% also caused a 9.9% increase in the velocity centroid and a 8.2% increase in the NEI centroid. The depth centroid decreased slightly, -0.05%, as the maximum capture velocity was increased.
Similar but opposite changes in the velocity, NEI, and depth centroids occurred with a 10% decrease in maximum capture velocity. Increasing the maximum capture velocity allows the fish to capture more prey at a given depth/velocity combination and allows the fish to take advantage of faster water.
SUPPLEMENTARY SENSITIVITY/SIMULATION ANALYSIS

Methods and assumptions

Supplementary NEI model simulations of various assumptions and ranges of input parameters in addition to the previous perturbation sensitivity analysis were used to provide in-depth insight into how the parameters affect profitable habitat location and how the NEI model compares with the observed habitat utilization of drift-feeding fish in the literature. All NEI model input parameters used in the simulation were identical to those used in the sensitivity analysis unless otherwise specified. The issues addressed in the simulation analysis were these: (1) the consequences of calculating NEI versus GEI, (2) the effect of different levels of drift density, (3) the effect of changing water temperature, (4) the effect of changing maximum capture velocity, (5) the effect of changing reaction distance, and (6) the amount of time required to reach maximum daily consumption.

Results and discussion

The consequences of calculating NEI versus GEI. The drift-feeding model incorporates basal and active metabolism, digestion costs, egestion, and excretion to provide a realistic measure of NEI instead of simply modeling GEI. To document the effect of modeling NEI versus GEI, both NEI and GEI were modeled for fish 25, 50, 100, 150, and 200 mm in length at high drift densities of 400 prey/100 m³ and at low drift densities of 50 prey/100 m³. Plots of NEI, GEI, and swimming cost were constructed over a
range of depths and velocities, and the optimum depth/velocity combinations according to GEI and NEI were compared.

Except in cases of very low energy intake, there is little difference in the optimum velocities predicted by NEI and GEI. Figures 37-40 show GEI, NEI, and swimming cost (includes basal metabolism) over a range of velocities from 0 - 140 cm/s for 25, 50, 100, and 200 mm fish, respectively. These values were calculated at stream depths of 45, 45, 50, and 65 cm, respectively. The difference between NEI and GEI in these figures is the result of swimming and capture costs, basal metabolism, digestion costs, egestion, and excretion being subtracted from the GEI. Swimming cost is plotted separately to give an idea of how relatively insignificant of a cost it is in most instances.

While there is considerable difference in the magnitudes of the GEI and NEI curves, the relative location of the peak of each curve is nearly identical. As a result it appears that the optimum velocity is the same whether GEI or NEI is calculated. The only significant difference occurs on the high velocity side of the NEI and GEI curves where the NEI curve predicts that higher velocities are less beneficial than the GEI curve predicts. This effect is more pronounced when low drift rates are encountered. Figure 41 shows a 150 mm fish modeled at a low drift rate of 50 prey/100 m³. It is clear from the figure that high velocities (70 cm/s) are less beneficial in terms of NEI than GEI. This effect occurs because energy intake is relatively small at low drift rates and the swimming cost becomes significant.
Figure 37. Plot of gross energy intake (GEI), NEI, and swimming cost (includes basal metabolism) for a 25 mm fish over a range of mean velocities at a total depth of 45 cm. The data are modeled at a temperature of 12°C and a drift rate of 400 prey/100 m³.
Figure 38. Plot of gross energy intake (GEI), NEI, and swimming cost (includes basal metabolism) for a 50 mm fish over a range of mean velocities at a total depth of 45 cm. The data are modeled at a temperature of 12°C and a drift rate of 400 prey/100 m³.
Figure 39. Plot of gross energy intake (GEI), NEI, and swimming cost (includes basal metabolism) for a 100 mm fish over a range of mean velocities at a total depth of 50 cm. The data are modeled at a temperature of 12°C and a drift rate of 400 prey/100 m³.
Figure 40. Plot of gross energy intake (GEI), NEI, and swimming cost (includes basal metabolism) for a 200 mm fish over a range of mean velocities at a total depth of 65 cm. The data are modeled at a temperature of 12°C and a drift rate of 400 prey/100 m³.
Figure 41. Plot of gross energy intake (GEI), NEI, and swimming cost (includes basal metabolism) for a 150 mm fish over a range of mean velocities at a total depth of 60 cm. The data are modeled at a temperature of 12°C and a drift rate of 50 prey/100 m³.
Figure 42 shows NEI, GEI, and swimming cost for a 200 mm fish (same data modeled as that in Figure 40) over a range of depths from 0 to 140 cm. In a similar manner as occurred with respect to velocities, the NEI and GEI curves predict similar optimal depths. Only where energy intake is very small, at the shallow depths, is there any deviation between NEI and GEI.

Figure 42. Plot of gross energy intake (GEI), NEI, and swimming cost (includes basal metabolism) for a 200 mm fish over a range of total depths at a mean velocity of 45 cm/s. The data are modeled at a temperature of 12°C and a drift rate of 400 prey/100 m³.
The effect of different levels of drift density. The effect of different levels of drift density was addressed by modeling NEI over a range of drift densities from 0 to 1000 prey/100 m$^3$. NEI was modeled for 150 mm fish at 12°C and plotted on a grid of water depths and mean velocities.

Changing drift density had very little effect on the orientation of the NEI surface on the depth and velocity axes; however, increasing or decreasing the drift density does increase or decrease the magnitude of the NEI surface as shown in Figures 43-47. As a result the optimum depth and velocity combinations do not change with changes in drift density (except when no drift is available, see below). What does change, however, is the quantity of depth and velocity combinations that provide sufficient NEI to sustain fish. A 150 mm (22.3 grams) fish can consume approximately 5000 J of energy at 12°C (equation 22). As a result it would take a fish over 5 hours of feeding to satiate at a GEI of 1000 J/hr (approximately 500 J/hr NEI). As can be seen in Figure 44, at a drift rate of 50 prey/100 M$^3$, very few depth and velocity combinations approach a NEI of 500 J/hr; however, with a drift rate of 400 prey/100 M$^3$, a vast majority of the depth and velocity combinations have an NEI of 500 J/hr or more (Figure 46). As a result it appears that more stream habitat can sustain fish when drift rates are high than when drift rates are lower.

The only time the model predicts that the optimum depth/velocity combinations change with changes in drift density is when drift is approximately zero. When energy intake is zero, it is obviously most advantageous, as can be seen from Figure 43,
for fish to utilize velocities that minimize swimming costs. Fish should also minimize swimming costs when poor visibility (caused by darkness or turbidity) precludes fish from being able to capture prey or when fish are resting and not actively capturing prey.

Figure 43. Modeled NEI for a 150 mm fish at a drift density of 0 prey/100 m$^3$ and a temperature of 12°C.
Figure 44. Modeled NEI for a 150 mm fish at a drift density of 50 prey/100 m³ and a temperature of 12°C.
Figure 45. Modeled NEI for a 150 mm fish at a drift density of 100 prey/100 m$^3$ and a temperature of 12°C.
Figure 46. Modeled NEI for a 150 mm fish at a drift density of 400 prey/100 m$^3$ and a temperature of 12°C.
Figure 47. Modeled NEI for a 150 mm fish at a drift density of 1000 prey/100 m$^3$ and a temperature of 12$^\circ$C.
The effect of changing temperature. Changing temperature changes the maximum velocity and the swimming cost of fish. To address the effect of changing temperatures on NEI, the results of model runs for a 200 mm fish were plotted for four different temperatures (3, 9, 12, and 17°C).

Because swimming velocity increases when temperature increases, the model predicts that as temperatures rise from 3 to 17°C that the optimum mean water velocity increases and the quantity of depth/velocity combinations suitable for fish increases. Figures 48-50 in conjunction with Figure 23 show the NEI surface for a 200 mm fish at 3, 9, 12, and 17°C. The optimum velocity increases from approximately 35 cm/s at 3°C to 55 cm/s at 17°C. In addition, the range of velocities with high NEI is considerably broader at the higher temperatures.

Figure 48. Modeled NEI for a 200 mm fish at a temperature of 3°C and a drift density of 400 prey/100 m³.
Figure 49. Modeled NEI for a 200 mm fish at a temperature of 9°C and a drift density of 400 prey/100 m$^3$. 
Figure 50. Modeled NEI for a 200 mm fish at a temperature of 17°C and a drift density of 400 prey/100 m³.
The effect of changing maximum capture velocity. Swimming velocity increases as fish get larger and generally increases as temperature increases (see Figure 5). The effect of maximum capture velocity on NEI was addressed by using data already modeled for fish ranging in size from 25 to 200 mm (i.e., different maximum capture velocities) and for fish 200 mm at temperatures from 3 to 17°C (i.e., different maximum capture velocities).

With an increase in swimming velocity, the model predicts that fish are able to increase NEI at each habitable depth/velocity combination and they are able to utilize faster and deeper water more efficiently (note: deeper water only if the reaction distance is large enough; see reaction distance section below). This effect can be seen in model results already shown. Figures 20-23 show NEI for fish at 25, 50, 100, and 200 mm and Figures 48-50 and Figure 23 show 200 mm fish at 3, 9, 12, and 17°C.

The effect of changing the reaction distance. Reaction distance increases as fish get larger and as prey size increases (Figure 3). The effect of changing reaction distances was addressed by modeling NEI for a 150 mm fish with three different reaction distances to a mean prey size of 3.5 mm. In addition, data already modeled for fish ranging from 25 to 200 mm (i.e., different reaction distances) were used to look at the effect of reaction distance.

The results of increasing reaction distance are that fish are able to capture larger prey farther away and that fish with larger reaction distances (larger fish) are able to capture more prey and take greater advantage of deeper water. For example,
small 25 mm fish have a reaction distance of 35 cm to large prey (6 mm long) and they obtain maximum NEI in water about 40 cm deep (Figure 20). Because the fish cannot see most prey at longer distances, deeper water does not provide additional foraging area. Larger fish have larger reaction distances and can take advantage of deeper water. A 200 mm fish has a reaction distance of 79 cm to 6 mm prey and obtains maximum NEI at a depth of approximately 75 cm (see Figure 23).

To clearly show the effect of reaction distance on NEI without the complicating factors of swimming speed and cost, a 150 mm fish was modeled with three different reaction distances. Figures 51-53 show clearly that increasing reaction distance increases NEI and increases the optimum depth.

Figure 51. Modeled NEI for a 150 mm fish at a reaction distance of 37.8 cm, a temperature of 12°C, and a drift density of 400 prey/100 m³.
Figure 52. Modeled NEI for a 150 mm fish at a reaction distance of 65.2 cm, a temperature of 12°C, and a drift density of 400 prey/100 m³.
Figure 53. Modeled NEI for a 150 mm fish at a reaction distance of 96.6 cm, a temperature of 12°C, and a drift density of 400 prey/100 m³.
Incorporation of the time required to reach maximum daily consumption. To address the effect that incorporation of the time required to reach maximum daily consumption (satiation) in the NEI model would have on the interpretation of habitat suitability, several plots of satiation time were derived for different fish sizes and different water temperatures.

A plot of satiation time versus consumption rate was derived for fish ranging from 25 to 200 mm at various temperatures using equation 22 (also see Figure 7). The results of these plots, Figures 54-57, show the amount of time it takes a drift-feeding fish to satiate given the hourly consumption rates (GEI) ranging from 0 to 4,000 joules/hr and temperatures ranging from 4 to 17.8°C. These figures can be used in conjunction with the hourly GEI rates calculated for St. Charles Creek to get an idea of how long it takes fish to satiate. NEI is roughly one half of GEI (see Figures 37-40) so any data presented thus far in NEI can be used with the time-to-satiation figures to obtain satiation time by doubling the NEI to get a consumption rate. For example, most of the maximum NEI in the field validation for the two pools and two runs in St. Charles Creek is less than 500 J/hr NEI or 1000 J/hr GEI (See Figures 26-30). Given a GEI of 1000 J/hr at 12°, it takes a 100 mm fish 2 hr to reach satiation and a 200 mm fish 10.5 hr. Note, however, that modeled GEI would be slightly higher for 200 mm fish due to their faster capture velocities and larger reaction distances.
Figure 54. Satiation time versus hourly consumption rate (GEI) for 25 mm fish at temperatures of 4, 8, 12, and 17.8°C. Differences in satiation time result from the differences in maximum daily consumption of fish at different temperatures (equation 22).
Figure 55. Satiation time versus hourly consumption rate (GEI) for 50 mm fish at temperatures of 4, 8, 12, and 17.8°C. Differences in satiation time result from the differences in maximum daily consumption of fish at different temperatures (equation 22).
Figure 56. Satiation time versus hourly consumption rate (GEI) for 100 mm fish at temperatures of 4, 8, 12, and 17.8°C. Differences in satiation time result from the differences in maximum daily consumption of fish at different temperatures (equation 22).
Figure 57. Satiation time versus hourly consumption rate (GEI) for 200 mm fish at temperatures of 4, 8, 12, and 17.8°C. Differences in satiation time result from the differences in maximum daily consumption of fish at different temperatures (equation 22).
To show clearly how fish size affects satiation time, a plot of satiation time versus fish length was developed at a temperature of 12°C using the maximum GEI calculated for each fish size at a drift density of 400 prey/100 m³ (see Figures 37-40 or 20-23). The plot shown in Figure 58 illustrates that the model predicts small fish take considerably less time to satiate than large fish (0.14 versus 2.65 hr) and that the time increases exponentially as fish get larger.

To show the effect of temperature on satiation time, a plot of satiation time versus temperature for a 200 mm fish was developed using the maximum GEI rates modeled for a 200 mm fish at temperatures ranging from 3 to 17°C and a drift rate of 400 prey/100 m³ (see Figures 23 and 48-50). The plot of satiation time versus temperature shows that as temperature increases, satiation time increases very rapidly (Figure 59). At low temperatures (3-6°C) only fractions of an hour are required for satiation while at 17°C nearly 5 hr are required for satiation.
Figure 58. The effect of fish size on satiation time. Satiation time is calculated from maximum daily consumption (equation 22) and the maximum GEI rates calculated for a drift rate of 400 prey/100 m³ and temperature of 12°C (e.g., Figures 33 - 36).
Figure 59. The effect of temperature on satiation time for a 200 mm fish. Satiation time is calculated from maximum daily consumption (equation 22) and the maximum GEI rates calculated for a drift rate of 400 prey/100 m³ (e.g., Figure 37).
DISCUSSION

General discussion

The model. Frequently salmonid habitat models rely on simplistic assumptions and/or correlative data that do not allow them to provide cause-and-effect results or predictions. This NEI model attempts to rectify some of that problem by developing an individual-based, mechanistic model for lotic systems that incorporates many of the factors that affect energy intake by sit-and-wait, drift-feeding salmonids. The model is in part a combination of a basic predation model described by Holling (1959; 1966) and the prey capture model of Hughes and Dill (1990). The model appears to provide a conceptually sound method of quantifying NEI and provides a mechanistic basis of understanding how many abiotic variables (e.g., depth, velocity, temperature, stream morphology) and biotic variables (e.g., swimming speed and cost, invertebrate drift, energy assimilation) affect the net energy intake of drift-feeding fish. This mechanistic understanding in turn provides a method of determining stream habitat suitability in terms of NEI and consequently the energetic fitness attained by fish in various types of habitat.

As a result of its design, however, the NEI model fails to address a number of factors that can affect stream habitat utilization. Because the model is individual-based, it fails to account for the results of intra- and interspecific competition and predation on habitat choice. In addition, because the model addresses NEI, the effects of behaviors other than feeding and resting behavior on habitat utilization are not addressed.
Nevertheless, the NEI model provides accurate predictions of the habitat utilized in St. Charles Creek by drift-feeding salmonids.

The validation. The results from the NEI modeling of fish locations in St. Charles Creek add to the growing set of data that supports the idea that drift-feeding salmonids utilize habitats that provide high rates of net energy intake (NEI) (e.g., Fausch, 1984; Hill, 1989; Hughes and Dill, 1990; Hughes, 1991; Hill and Grossman, 1993). Validation of the NEI model in this research was based on the premise that fish choose habitats when feeding that provide high NEI; therefore, if the NEI output closely matches the habitat (depths and velocities and stream profile) that fish are utilizing, then the model is accurate (valid) or at least has not been shown to be invalid. Generally, the NEI model accurately predicted the habitat that trout (mostly cutthroat trout) in St. Charles Creek were utilizing. Depth and velocity data collected in St. Charles Creek by Lee Jacobsen (1993, unpublished) showed that as fish increased in size, they utilized deeper and faster water. The NEI model accurately predicted the shift to deeper and faster water for the larger fish, and the optimum NEI depths and velocities predicted by the model were similar to the depths and velocities actually being utilized by all sizes of fish except fish in the very smallest size class (10-39 mm). The smallest fish may have been using depths and velocities with low NEI due to predation and/or linear dominance threats of larger fish or the NEI model may have been inaccurately calculating NEI for very small fish.

The detailed mapping of physical habitat and fish locations in two pools and two runs in St. Charles Creek provided
additional evidence that cutthroat trout in St. Charles Creek are generally utilizing habitat that the NEI model predicts will provide optimum NEI. These data also highlight one of the difficulties of validating the NEI model in the field. Several of the fish observed were utilizing low velocity water where the model predicted low NEI values. If the fish were actually feeding, then they were feeding in areas that disagreed with the NEI model predictions; however, if the fish were engaging in some other activity, such as resting or avoiding predation, then the fish were utilizing habitat that minimizes energy costs as the NEI model predicts they should. With respect to energetics, fish should utilize a combination of high NEI habitat when feeding and low cost (typically low NEI) habitat when they are not feeding. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to determine the type of activity fish are engaged in from brief field observations.

Predictions and insights from the model

Deeper and faster water. As fish grow larger, their sustainable swimming speed and reaction distance both increase. Increased swimming speed increases both the depth and velocity for optimum NEI, while increased reaction distance increases the optimum depth. As a result, the NEI model predicts larger fish should utilize deeper and faster water to optimize their NEI.

This corresponds to a large body of data, including this thesis, that show that salmonids do utilize deeper and faster water as they grow larger (e.g., Chapman and Bjornn, 1969; Everest and Chapman, 1972; Wankowski and Thorpe, 1979; Smith and Li, 1983; Baltz and Moyle, 1984; Baltz et al., 1991)
The NEI model explains why larger fish in St. Charles Creek and other studies were found in faster and deeper water and conversely why small fish are found in slower water. However, it does not explain why the smaller fish are found primarily in shallow water. Small fish can attain their maximum NEI in shallower water than large fish because they have smaller reaction distances and slower swimming speeds; nevertheless, NEI remains high in deep water for small fish according to the model. It is possible and perhaps most probable that small fish are being excluded from the deeper water by more dominate large fish (e.g., Fausch, 1984; Hughes, 1991).

**Water temperature.** The NEI model predicts that water temperature should have a profound effect on habitat choice. Given cold water temperatures, the model predicts that optimum NEI occurs in lower velocity water, whereas at higher temperatures optimum NEI is predicted in faster velocities. This primarily occurs because of the slower swimming velocities of fish at low temperatures and faster swimming velocities at warmer temperatures. Numerous studies that show salmonids utilize slower and often deeper water in the winter support the predictions of the NEI model (e.g., Chapman and Bjornn, 1969; Smith and Li, 1983; Campbell and Neuner, 1985; Cunjak and Power, 1986; Baltz et al., 1991).

The NEI model explains energetically why fish should utilize slower velocities in the winter; however, it does not necessarily provide an energetic reason for fish moving to deeper water where NEI is similar to that at intermediate depths. Some possible explanations for the move to deeper water include: (1)
because deeper water and slow velocities are correlated, fish utilize deeper water as a byproduct of selecting for slower velocities, (2) decreased aggressiveness by large dominate fish in colder water allows smaller fish to utilize deeper water habitats they are typically excluded from in warmer water (e.g., Cunjak and Power, 1986), and/or (3) some other factor not related to NEI such as safety is provided by deep water habitats.

**Satiation time.** The model predicts that given optimum stream habitat and typical drift densities, larger fish take a significantly longer time to satiate than smaller fish because of their larger consumption capacities. As a result, as fish get larger the ability to continue growing may become limited by the ability to obtain enough NEI. This could limit the size of fish in particular habitats (e.g., small streams) and/or produce a stimulus for emigration. The model also predicts that as temperatures increase, fish should require significantly more time to satiate because their daily consumption capacity increases with increased temperature up to roughly 18°C.

**GEI versus NEI.** The model predictions of which habitats fish should utilize are nearly identical for GEI or NEI. The only difference occurs when energy intake is very low and swimming cost becomes significant. In general, however, swimming costs are insignificant to the model predictions of optimum habitat except at very low NEI. The primary advantage of calculating NEI is that it can provide a more precise measure of the amount of energy available for growth and reproduction. One of the areas of the NEI model that was not validated in this study and that is very important is whether the model is
predicting the magnitude of NEI accurately. This needs to be done by actually measuring intake of drift-feeding fish and determining whether or not the model accurately predicts the number of drifting prey captured. If the magnitude of NEI can be predicted accurately, then the important ability to actually predict growth is possible.

**Drift density.** The model predicts that drift density in a stream does not alter which depth/velocity habitats provide optimum habitat; however, it does predict that the range of depth/velocity combinations that provide suitable NEI increases substantially when drift density increases. In addition, as drift increases, the magnitude of NEI increases and it takes less time for fish to satiate. This means that a given stream will provide more habitat with suitable NEI given increased drift density. The model also predicts that when drift density is nearly zero or when feeding is not occurring due to poor visibility (e.g., darkness or turbidity) or because fish are resting, that fish should utilize the lowest velocity water available.

**Engineering significance**
**(applications of the model)**

The most profound applications of the NEI model are that it could be utilized to explain many of the empirical observations of fish habitat utilization and be used as a predictive tool to accurately assess/predict the impacts of natural and anthropogenic habitat alteration. Assuming that NEI can accurately be modeled, then it would be possible to quantify energetic fitness of fish in given habitats. As a result the
effects of changes in stream flow, water temperature, and stream productivity on drift-feeding salmonids could be modeled and predicted from direct cause-and-effect principles. In addition, the importance of other factors such as predation and competition on habitat utilization could be assessed in terms of their effect on NEI.

Currently, IFIM is the most widely used method of quantifying the impacts of stream flow and habitat alteration on fisheries resources. IFIM is frequently used as a tool to assess environmental impacts associated with water development projects (e.g., hydropower plants and irrigation). IFIM utilizes empirically derived suitability curves (SI curves) for depth, velocity, and substrate/cover to rate the suitability of stream habitat. Unfortunately the biological meaning of SI curves and the transferability of SI curves between different streams or stream flows are not well understood. As a result, IFIM analyses provide ambiguous results.

Many SI curves that have been developed for salmonids (e.g., Bovee, 1978) predict similar and sometimes identical habitats as are predicted by the NEI model (unpublished data). This should be expected if drift-feeding salmonids are utilizing high net energy locations in streams because SI curves are simply an empirical measure of the habitats that fish are utilizing (i.e., empirical measures of NEI). Unfortunately, there currently is a lack of understanding about the mechanisms that produce given SI curves, so when SI curves differ among streams, investigators, and/or fish populations, it is difficult to reconcile or understand the differences. In addition, because SI
curves are not explicitly based on a biological measure of fitness such as NEI, it is difficult to assess the meaning of SI curves. It appears that NEI modeling could provide a superior and more interpretable method of determining the suitability of stream habitat in drift-feeding salmonids by assessing habitat in terms of energetics, which in turn can be directly related to fish fitness.

Recommendations

The most pressing need in terms of NEI modeling is the need for future research comparing the NEI model predictions of net energy intake with actual empirical measures of net energy intake by drift-feeding salmonids at different depths, velocities, and drift densities. The comparison would allow direct validation of the model as a measure of NEI and/or suggest ways in which the NEI model could mechanistically be improved. For instance, there are numerous factors that might need to be incorporated into the model to make it a more accurate predictor of NEI. The model may need to incorporate fish acceleration into the prey capture phase, or capture probability, or different directions of capture instead of lateral and vertical (e.g., forward or backwards slightly), and/or the effects of low light levels on reaction distances (e.g., shading and light attenuation in deep water). In addition, feeding motivation at different satiation states might be important in predicting NEI. Nevertheless, if the NEI model can be shown to accurately predict NEI or can be modified to accurately predict NEI, then it can be used with confidence to assess the energetic (fitness) potential of stream habitats.
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APPENDIX
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS GRAPHS
Figure A1. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in temperature. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A2. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in temperature. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A3. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in feeding foray time. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A4. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in feeding foray time. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A5. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in capture cost. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A6. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in capture cost. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A7. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in swimming cost. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A8. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in swimming cost. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A9. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in prey energy value. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A10. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in prey energy value. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A11. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in drift density. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A12. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in drift density. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A13. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in focal depth. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A14. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in focal depth. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A15. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in the power law constant. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A16. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in the power law constant. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A17. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in reaction distance. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A18. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in reaction distance. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A19. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in the sustained velocity. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A20. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in the sustained velocity. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.
Figure A21. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% increase (perturbation) in the maximum capture velocity. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.

Figure A22. Graphic of the change (sensitivity) of net energy intake to a 10% decrease (perturbation) in the maximum capture velocity. The surface presented was derived by subtracting the perturbed NEI surface from the baseline NEI surface.